22 September 2016
(1)

MEMBERS OF THE AVON FIRE AUTHORITY
Councillors Abraham, Barber, Barrett (C), Barrett (N), Butters, Clark, Cranney,
Davies, Davis, Drew, Dudd, Garner, Hale, Jackson, Jama, Massey, Phipps,
Pomfret, Scott, Shelford, Stevens, Threlfall, Williams, Wilton and Windows.

(2)

APPROPRIATE OFFICERS

(3)

PRESS AND PUBLIC

Dear Member
You are invited to attend the Avon Fire Authority meeting being held on Friday 30
The meeting will be held in the Main
September 2016 commencing at 2.00pm.
Conference Room, Avon Fire and Rescue Service HQ, Temple Back, Bristol.
Please report to reception upon arrival at Headquarters.
The Agenda is set out overleaf.
Yours sincerely

Guy Goodman
Clerk to the Fire Authority

Clerk to Avon Fire Authority
Avon Fire & Rescue Service Headquarters, Temple Back, Bristol BS1 6EU
Telephone 0117 926 2061 Extension 283 Fax 0117 927 2908
theclerk@avonfire.gov.uk
Working in partnership with the Gambia Fire & Rescue Service (GF&RS)

NOTES

Inspection of Papers: Any person wishing to inspect Minutes, reports, or a list of the
background papers relating to any item on this Agenda should contact Kathlin Baty, who
is available by telephoning 0117 926 2061 ext. 231 or by visiting Avon Fire & Rescue
Headquarters, Temple Back, Bristol (during normal office hours).
Attendance Register: Members should sign the Register which will be circulated at the
meeting.
The appended supporting documents are identified by agenda item number.
Emergency Evacuation Procedure:
•

The fire alarm or notification of any other threat is a continuous siren.

•

In such cases Members must leave the building by the nearest exit.

•

In the event of explosion or smoke where controlled evacuation is not possible,
Members must follow fire exit signs.

•

All corridors are lit with emergency lighting.

•

The assembly point is situated between the entrance and exit barrier on Temple
Street.

Code of Conduct – Declaration of Interests
Any Member in attendance who has a personal interest in any matter to be considered
at this meeting must disclose the existence and nature of that interest at the
commencement of that consideration, or when the interest becomes apparent. A
member having a prejudicial interest must withdraw from the meeting room whilst the
matter is considered.
Exempt items
Members are reminded that any Exempt reports as circulated with the agenda for this
meeting contain exempt information and should therefore be treated accordingly. They
should not be disclosed or passed on to any other person(s). Members are also
reminded of the need to dispose of such reports carefully and are therefore invited to
return them to the Clerk at the conclusion of the meeting for disposal.

AGENDA
1.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE - Members are reminded there is no power to appoint
substitutes on the Avon Fire Authority

2.

EMERGENCY EVACUATION PROCEDURES – The Chairman will draw attention to the
emergency evacuation procedures as set out in Note 3 appearing on page 2 of this release

3.

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS - The Chairman will draw attention to the requirements of
the Code of Conduct as set out in note 4 appearing on page 2 of this release.

4.

CHAIRMAN’S BUSINESS

5.

MINUTES OF AVON FIRE AUTHORITY HELD ON 22 JULY 2016

6.

PUBLIC ACCESS (Time Limit – 30 minutes)
Under Standing Order 21 and providing 2 clear working days-notice has been given to the Clerk,
any resident of Bristol, South Gloucestershire, Bath and North East Somerset or North Somerset
Council may address the Avon Fire Authority (for no more than 5 minutes) to present a petition,
make a statement, or as leader of a deputation.

7.

MINUTES OF THE EMPLOYMENT COMMITTEE HELD ON 8 AUGUST AND 8
SEPTEMBER 2016 AND DRAFT MINUTES FOR 21 SEPTEMBER 2016

8.

URGENT ACTION UNDER STANDING ORDER 5.1
To note that the Clerk, after consultation with the Chairman, corrected drafting errors in
the Heads of Terms for the Proposed Relocation of HQ in respect of the description of
plans set out in the document.

9.

EXTENT OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

10. AUDIT FINDINGS REPORT AND STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS 2015/16
11. STATEMENT OF ASSURANCE 2015/16
12. SERVICE DELIVERY - RISK REDUCTION UPDATE
13. FIRES AND OTHER INCIDENTS
14. GAMBIA AND AVON FIRE SERVICES IN PARTNERSHIP (GAFSIP)
15. DATE OF NEXT MEETING – FRIDAY 16 DECEMBER 2016 (2.00pm)
16. EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC
To resolve that the public be excluded from the meeting during the following items of business on
the grounds that it is likely, in view of the nature of the business to be transacted or the nature of
the proceedings, that if members of the public are present during these items there will be a
disclosure to them of exempt information pursuant to Schedule 12a of the Local Government Act
1972.

17. PROCUREMENT OF BA SETS

AVON FIRE AUTHORITY
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22 JULY 2016
PRESENT: Councillors Abraham, Barber, Barrett (C), Barrett (N), Butters, Clark, Cranney,
Davies (D), Davis, Dudd, Garner, Hale, Jackson, Jama (left at 16.10), Massey, Phipps (left
at 16.10), Pomfret, Scott, Shelford, Threlfall and Windows.
In attendance: Mark Simmonds, for the Police & Crime Commissioner (PCC) (left at 15.55)
16

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies were received from Councillors Drew, Stevens, Williams and Wilton. Sue
Mountstevens (PCC) also sent apologies.

17

EMERGENCY EVACUATION PROCEDURES – The Chairman drew attention to the
emergency evacuation procedures as set out in the Agenda.

18

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS – The Chairman drew attention to the requirements
of the Code of Conduct as set out in the Agenda.
The Temporary Deputy Chief Officer (DCO) and the Assistant Chief Fire Officer
(ACFO) declared an interest in item 12 and left the room when this item was being
considered.

19

CHAIRMAN’S BUSINESS
The Clerk to the Fire Authority informed the Committee that item 19 is now to be
taken as public business to be taken after item 11. The PCC’s representative
declared an interest in this item but was permitted to remain in the meeting.

20

MINUTES OF AVON FIRE AUTHORITY HELD ON 3 JUNE 2016
RESOLVED, that the minutes be approved as a true record and signed by the
Chairman.

21

PUBLIC ACCESS
None.

22

URGENT ACTION UNDER STANDING ORDER 5.1
Under Standing Order 5.1 the Clerk to the Fire Authority reported to the Committee
that Councillor Chris Jackson has been appointed to the Local Pension Board due to
a vacancy arising. This was duly noted by the Fire Authority.

23

DRAFT MINUTES OF THE EMPLOYMENT COMMITTEE HELD ON 24 JUNE 2016
1

The Clerk to the Fire Authority asked the Fire Authority to consider the
recommendations from the Employment Committee held on 24 June 2016.
23.1

Arshad Employment Tribunal Claim

RESOLVED, that an Equalities Sub-Committee be established:
i)

To be chaired by Cllr Hibaq Jama

ii)

Comprising the Chair and 4 Members’ of the Employment Committee (2 Con,
2 Lab, 1 LD), the Chief Fire Officer, CFO, the DCO, and one representative
from the FBU, UNISON and UNITE.

iii)

The sub-committee will strive to work by consensus by where this is not
possible only Members’ of the Employment Committee will be entitled to vote.

iv)

To keep under review the Fire Authority’s compliance with its duties under the
Equalities Act 2010 and make recommendations to the Employment.
Committee and/or the CFO as necessary

v)

To meet at least twice per year.

vi)

To present an annual review to the Employment Committee.

23.2 Scheme of Delegations – Appointment of Principal Officers on a
Temporary Basis
The Fire Authority considered the recommendation. A Member proposed a period of
6 months as opposed to 12 months for Principal Officers appointed on a temporary
basis. The proposal of a 6 month period of appointment was moved and seconded. A
vote was called with 3 in favour and 18 against and the motion was defeated.
RESOLVED, that the appointment of Principal Officers on a temporary basis not
exceeding 12 months is to be delegated to the Chief Fire Officer subject to such
appointments being reported to the General Purposes Committee and Standing
Orders be changed accordingly.
23.3

Re-employment Policy (Operational Staff)

The Clerk reiterated the recommendation to suspend the Re-employment Policy with
immediate effect.
The CFO outlined the implications of suspending the policy and explained the
consequences that the decision could have operationally in losing skilled and
experienced personnel who could otherwise be retained. A member requested
further elaboration on the consequences of the decision. The CFO described the
historical position around Re-employment and pension contributions, and the system
2

changes that have taken place. While pension contributions can no longer be
suspended there is a financial disincentive for those personnel who have reached the
maximum in pension contributions.
A Member moved to accept the recommendation and this was seconded. Members’
voted on the recommendation with 16 in favour and 5 against. The motion was
carried.
RESOLVED, that the Re-employment Policy be suspended forthwith.
24

DRAFT MINUTES OF THE AUDIT, GOVERNANCE AND ETHICS COMMITTEE
HELD ON 30 JUNE 2016
RESOLVED, that the minutes be noted.

25

DRAFT MINUTES OF THE GENERAL PURPOSES COMMITTEE HELD ON 7 JULY
2016

25.1

Proposed Financial Delegation to the Committee
The Clerk gave some background relating to the recommendations around authority
and financial delegation for the General Purposes Committee. The recommendations
were considered by Members and put to a vote with a unanimous decision to
approve the recommendations.
RESOLVED, that the Committee to have delegated authority as follows:
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i)

Budget Virements – approval of a virement above the level of Officer
delegated authority (£5,000 or 10% of a budget whichever is the greater)
provided that the virement is not required to be spent on areas of expenditure
not previously approved by the Fire Authority in setting the Budget.

ii)

Allocation of underspends subject to any upper limit the Fire Authority may
impose.

iii)

Procurement – approval of tenders from £250,001 up to £500,000. (NB
tenders from £500,001 will need the approval of the Fire Authority)

iv)

Write Off – approval of any write off from £10,001 up to £50,000. (NB write
offs from £50,001 will need the approval of the Fire Authority).

PROPOSED CHANGES TO STANDING ORDERS
Members received a report from the Clerk setting out the proposed changes to
Standing Order 1.21 and outlined the new Standing Order 1.21A. The key revision of
Standing Order 1.21 requests that petitions, statements and deputations be provided
to the Clerk in advance and imposes restrictions on standards of behaviour and
3

vexatious or libellous comments. Standing Order 1.21A sets out new arrangements
for our representative bodies in terms of their ability to speak at meetings of the Fire
Authority and its sub-committees.
A Member queried Standing Order 1.21.1 relating to persons having public access
who live outside of the Avon area but have a business inside of the Avon area and
therefore a business rate player. It was suggested by a Member that two further lines
be added stating that a petitioner must demonstrate that they live or work in the area.
RESOLVED, that
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i)

The Clerk is to bring forward proposals to the next meeting concerning those
with a business interest coming within Standing Order 1.21.

ii)

The proposed revised Standing Order 1.21 be approved.

iii)

The proposed new Standing Order 1.21A be approved.

PROPOSED RELOCATION OF HQ
Members received a report from the CFO indicating that agreement has been
reached with Avon and Somerset Police on all outstanding issues and seeking the
Members’ final decision to move to Police HQ, and the approval of changes in the
relevant budgets to facilitate the move.
There followed a wide ranging and extensive debate on the report. Some Members
expressed concern over the loss of personnel due to the relocation however the CFO
assured that each member of staff circumstances would be taken into account.
The decision was put to a vote with all Members in favour of the relocation to Police
HQ at Portishead.
RESOLVED, that
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i)

Members agreed the Heads of Terms and approved the relocation of Fire
Service HQ to Police HQ at Portishead.

ii)

Members approved the changes in the Capital Programme and Revenue
Budget as set out in the Financial Implications section of the report.

SUCCESSION PLANNING
Members received a report from the CFO on succession planning in respect of two
Principal Officer positions. The Chairman outlined the recommendations and asked
Members to consider the implications of each recommendation.
A Member proposed that another Assistant Chief Fire Officer is not appointed, citing
austerity measures and savings. Members debated the vacancies and considered
the operational ramifications of not appointing an ACFO. The CFO highlighted that to
4

provide cover 24 hours a day 365 days a year the roster system is split into four shifts
to maintain the working time directive. Operating with only three Principal Officers
may have operational consequences and change the way the Fire Authority is run.
The recommendation to appoint an ACFO was put to a vote with 16 in favour and 5
against.
RESOLVED, that

i)

The Employment Committee is to instigate a process which will lead to the
substantive appointment of a Deputy Chief Officer.

ii)

The Employment Committee is to instigate a process which will lead to a
substantive appointment of an Assistant Chief Fire Officer.

iii) The vacancies above be advertised both internally and externally.
29

INCOME GENERATION
Members’ considered the report and a query was raised relating to the PFI
agreement for the Severn Park Fire & Rescue Training Centre. An analysis is to be
prepared for the September meeting.
RESOLVED, that the CFO develop a Full Business Case, with a financial appraisal,
in relation to the creation of a trading company following a market research exercise.

30

REPORT OF THE OFFICE OF SURVEILLENCE COMMISSIONERS
Members received a report from the CFO who highlighted that only one
recommendation has been made following the recent inspection.
RESOLVED, that the report be noted.

31

SERVICE DELIVERY RISK REDUCTION UPDATE
Members received a report from the ACFO highlighting the work of the Risk
Reduction Department. The report provided Members with information regarding the
various campaigns and events the Service has been involved with which links to the
national FireKills agenda.
A Member raised a query around the change over from Fire Angel smoke detectors
to the Fire Hawkes, inquiring if there was any technical endorsement of equipment.
The Member was informed by the ACFO that there is no endorsement of equipment.
A Member raised a query regarding the cost of prosecutions and the Clerk assured
that only cases where we can send a strong message into the public domain relating
5

to public safety and education are prosecuted and this is used as a deterrent. Costs
are claimed back from successful prosecutions.
RESOLVED, that
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i)

Members noted the on-going work of the Risk Reduction Department.

ii)

Members endorse and support the work of the Risk Reduction Department
which is contributing to the achievement of the Community Risk Reduction
Strategy.

FIRES AND OTHER INCIDENT
Members received a report outlining the significant incidents of note occurring during
May – June 2016. It also summarised the proactive work undertaken during this time
including campaigns, media, social media and safety.
A Member noted a marked reduction in Road Traffic Accidents and queried if this
was a reflection on reports or a lack of incidents. The CFO suggested this was
related to the type of reporting as only incidents of interest are reported.
RESOLVED, that the report be noted.

33

MEMBERS’ TRAINING PROGRAMME
Members received the report on the proposed programme for Members’ training,
outlining a two-pronged approach: A training Session in the morning of each Fire
Authority meeting and One-off events. A debate ensued around time issues with
Members’ citing difficulty in being released from work commitments.
RESOLVED, to agree to a Members’ training programme ‘in principal’ and to
delegate to the Clerk authority to develop and deliver the programme taking into
account Members’ wishes as expressed at the meeting.

34

EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC
RESOLVED, that
The public and press were excluded from the meeting during the following items of
business on the grounds that it was likely, in view of the nature of the business to be
transacted or the nature of the proceedings, that if Members’ of the public were
present during these items there would have been a disclosure to them of exempt
information pursuant to Schedule 12a of the Local Government Act 1972 (as
amended by the Local Authorities (Access to Information) (Exempt Information)
(England) Order 2006).

6

35

DISPOSAL OF TEMPLE BACK HQ SITE – OPTIONS APPRAISAL
Members were updated on the options available to the Fire Authority for the disposal
of the Headquarters site at Temple Back, and also the options appraisal from the
external consultant, Lambert Smith Hampton. The CFO outlined the recommendation
of the General Purposes Committee to seek bids for disposal via a marketing
campaign. There followed a wide ranging and extensive debate on the report with
some members expressing concerns over the option of selling the site outright. The
operational consequences of not selling the site were discussed by Members.

RESOLVED, that
Members’ agreed to accept the recommendation of the General Purposes
Committee to undertake a marketing campaign for the disposal of the Temple
Back HQ site that seeks bids on a multiple options basis for Options 1,2 and 3
with a caveat that work on Option 4 runs in parallel.

The meeting closed at 16:15 hrs.

………………………………
Chairman
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AVON FIRE AUTHORITY EMPLOYMENT COMMITTEE

7a

08 August 2016
PRESENT: Councillors Abraham, Clark (arrived 11.02), Drew, Garner, Hale, Jackson, Scott
Meeting started at 13.30pm
1

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies were received from Councillors Jama and Williams.

2

EMERGENCY EVACUATION PROCEDURES – The Chairman drew attention to the
emergency evacuation procedures as set out in the Agenda.

3

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS – The Chairman drew attention to the requirements
of the Code of Conduct as set out in the Agenda.

4

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE EMPLOYMENT COMMITTEE HELD ON 24
JUNE 2016.
Resolved, that the minutes were noted.

5

PUBLIC ACCESS – None.

6

DEPUTY CHIEF FIRE OFFICER APPOINTMENT
The CFO reiterated that at the last meeting of the Fire Authority the Employment
Committee was tasked to instigate a process that will lead to a substantive
appointment of a Deputy Chief Fire Officer (DCFO). Members considered the
proposed advertisement, job description and application form and the proposed
selection process. The Chair proposed that the interviews for DCFO be completed
before interviews commence for the appointment of an Assistant Chief Fire Officer
(ACFO). All were in agreement of this proposal. A member expressed concern over
the job descriptions of the two posts, stating they were some stark differences and
suggested there may be merit in bringing them closer together as the ACFO may
have to step up and cover the DCFO. The selection process as laid out in the paper
was agreed by all. All Members’ were in the agreement that the shortlisting process
take place on the 8th September 2016 at 9am.
RESOLVED, that
i.

Recommendation a: Agreed

ii.

Recommendation b: Agreed

iii.

Recommendation c: Agreed
1
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iv.

Recommendation d: Agreed

v.

Recommendation e: Agreed

vi.

Recommendation f: Agreed

ASSISTANT CHIEF FIRE OFFICER APPOINTMENT
The CFO stated that as in item 6, at the last meeting of the Fire Authority the
Employment Committee was tasked to instigate a process that will lead to a
substantive appointment of an Assistant Chief Fire Officer (ACFO). As yet there are
no dates for the selection process and the post is to be advertised when a DCFO is
appointed. Members discussed the operational consequences of running with one
ACFO in place for the immediate future, the CFO assured that a temporary ACFO
can be put in place if necessary.
The Committee reviewed the proposed advert, job description and application form.
The selection process as laid out in the paper was agreed by all. It was suggested by
a member that while the job descriptions are presently suitable for purpose, as a
future action, the job descriptions are to be reviewed to bring them more in line with
each other. This was agreed by all.
RESOLVED, that
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i.

Recommendation a: Agreed

ii.

Recommendation b: Agreed

iii.

Recommendation c: Agreed

iv.

Recommendation d: Agreed

v.

Recommendation e: Agreed

vi.

Recommendation f: Agreed.

EXTENSION OF THE HOURS OF WORK OF THE CLERK TO THE FIRE
AUTHORITY
The CFO gave some background on the Clerk’s current contract and the case for
extending the Clerk’s hours. The CFO stated that the Clerk has consistently worked
outside of his contracted hours and asked members to consider the
recommendations as laid out in the paper. Relocation costs were discussed by
Members’ and should the Clerks hours be increased then the terms and conditions of
the Clerk’s contract re relocation costs is to be examined.
2

RESOLVED, that members agreed that:
a) The Contract of Employment of the Clerk to the Fire Authority be extended to 37
hours per week with the ability to offer a relocation package if appropriate.
The meeting closed at 14:20 hrs.

………………………………
Chairman
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AVON FIRE AUTHORITY EMPLOYMENT COMMITTEE

7b

8 September 2016
PRESENT:
Windows.

1

Councillors Abraham, Clark, Drew, Garner, Jackson, Scott, Williams and

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies were received from Cllr Jama.

2

EMERGENCY EVACUATION PROCEDURES – The Chairman drew attention to the
emergency evacuation procedures as set out in the Agenda.

3

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS – The Chairman drew attention to the requirements
of the Code of Conduct as set out in the Agenda.

4

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE EMPLOYMENT COMMITTEE HELD ON 8
AUGUST 2016.
Resolved, that the minutes were approved

5

PUBLIC ACCESS – None.

6

EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC
The public and press were excluded from the meeting during the following items of
business on the grounds that it was likely, in view of the nature of the business to be
transacted or the nature of the proceedings, that if members of the public were
present during these items there would have been a disclosure to them of exempt
information pursuant to Schedule 12a of the Local Government Act 1972 (as
amended by the Local Authorities (Access to Information) (Exempt Information)
(England) Order 2006.)

1

7

DEPUTY CHIEF FIRE OFFICER APPOINTMENT
The Committee considered the applications received and discussed details of the
proposed appointment processes to take place.
RESOLVED that
i)
ii)

the shortlisted applicants be invited to attend for interview for the appointment.
the appointment processes were agreed.

The meeting closed at 10.22 hrs.

………………………………
Chairman

2

AVON FIRE AUTHORITY EMPLOYMENT COMMITTEE

7c

21 September 2016
PRESENT: Councillors Abraham, Clark, Drew, Garner, Jackson, Scott, Threlfall (for Jama)
and Windows.
1

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies were received from Cllr Jama.

2

EMERGENCY EVACUATION PROCEDURES – The Chairman drew attention to the
emergency evacuation procedures as set out in the Agenda.

3

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS – The Chairman drew attention to the requirements
of the Code of Conduct as set out in the Agenda.

4

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE EMPLOYMENT COMMITTEE HELD ON 8
SEPTEMBER 2016.
Resolved, that the minutes be approved

5

PUBLIC ACCESS – None.

6

EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC
The public and press were excluded from the meeting during the following items of
business on the grounds that it was likely, in view of the nature of the business to be
transacted or the nature of the proceedings, that if members of the public were
present during these items there would have been a disclosure to them of exempt
information pursuant to Schedule 12a of the Local Government Act 1972 (as
amended by the Local Authorities (Access to Information) (Exempt Information)
(England) Order 2006.)

7

DEPUTY CHIEF FIRE OFFICER APPOINTMENT
The Committee interviewed the shortlisted candidates.
RESOLVED that Lorraine Houghton be appointed Deputy Chief Fire Officer with
effect from 1 October 2016.
Meeting ended at 13:10
.………………………………
Chairman
1
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AVON FIRE AUTHORITY
MEETING:

AVON FIRE AUTHORITY

MEETING DATE:

30 SEPTEMBER 2016

REPORT OF:

CLERK TO THE AUTHORITY

SUBJECT:

EXTENT OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

SUMMARY
The purpose of this report is to invite the Fire Authority to review the arrangements
for public participation at its meetings for those who are non-residents of the Fire
Authority’s area.
RECOMMENDATION
•

To consider and determine the preferred approach to public participation as
provided for in the Options set out in this report.

BACKGROUND
At its meeting on 22 July 2016 the Fire Authority received a report from the Clerk
proposing changes to Standing Orders in terms of public participation in public
meetings of the Fire Authority and establishing a right speak at such meetings by
the Fire Authority’s recognised trade unions. The proposals were accepted by the
Fire Authority but the Clerk was asked to explore the issue of non-residents being
able to participate with a particular focus on those who work or have a business
interest in the Fire Authority’s area.
THE APPROACH OF THE FOUR UNITARY COUNCILS
A review of the approach of the four unitary councils who appoint the Members of
the Fire Authority has been undertaken and the results are as follows:
1. Bath and North East Somerset Council – permits questions; and petitions,
statements and deputations as follows:
This right extends to any resident of Bath & North East Somerset of any
age and includes a homeless person, a traveller currently within the
Council area or a member of the Council’s staff provided the subject matter
relates to their role as a private citizen. This right also exists for a
representative of any Bath & North East Somerset organisation or any
South West regional or sub-regional organisation that has legitimate legal
1

activity in the Bath & North East Somerset area or whose work affects Bath
& North East Somerset citizens.
(Council Procedure Rules (CPR) 32 and 34)
2. Bristol City Council – permits public petitions, statements and questions by
“members of the public” (not further defined in CPR 10).
3. North Somerset Council – permits public participation but limits it to:
residents, business rate payers and electors of the area of the Council
(Standing Order 7.4)
4. South Gloucestershire Council – the public participation scheme:
… is open to any resident of South Gloucestershire or person affected by
decisions to be taken by South Gloucestershire Council.
The scheme is also open to a representative of a business or voluntary
organisation operating in South Gloucestershire.
(Standing Orders – Chapter 6)
As can be seen each unitary council has a slightly different approach.
OPTIONS
There are 2 options suggested for consideration by Members:
Option 1 – no change. This would restrict access to public participation to
residents as is the position under the Fire Authority’s current Standing Orders.
Option 2 – adopt the approach of one of the four unitary councils. Once the
preferred approach is agreed the Clerk would adapt the relevant wording to fit within
current Standing Orders. This would avoid drafting Standing Orders “by committee”
which is not recommended.
If an approach adopted includes extending public participation as most of the unitary
councils have done then it is recommended that petitions, statements and
deputations should not be permitted in respect of notices proposed to be served or
actually served under the Fire Safety (Regulatory Reform) Order 2006 as there are
statutory processes for challenging such notices which should be used.
IMPLICATIONS
CONTRIBUTION TO KEY POLICY PRIORITIES
Robust and transparent governance arrangements are key to service delivery and
meeting policy priorities
2

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
None
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
The Fire Authority is under a statutory duty to put in place and maintain proper
governance arrangements.
EQUALITY & DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS
None
CORPORATE RISK ASSESSMENT
Failure to implement proper governance arrangements could result in challenge to
the Fire Authority and in censure for any breaches.
ENVIRONMENTAL/SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS
None
CRIME AND DISORDER REDUCTION IMPLICATIONS
None
HEALTH & SAFETY IMPLICATIONS
None
APPENDICES
None
List of background documents:
Proposed Changes to Standing Orders (Fire Authority Report – 22 July 2016)
Report Contact:
Guy Goodman, Legal Advisor, Clerk and Monitoring Officer (Ext. 347)
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AVON FIRE AUTHORITY

MEETING:

AVON FIRE AUTHORITY

MEETING DATE:

30 SEPTEMBER 2016

REPORT OF:

CHIEF FIRE OFFICER / CHIEF EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR OF FINANCE AND ASSET
MANAGEMENT - TREASURER

SUBJECT:

AUDIT FINDINGS REPORT AND STATEMENT OF
ACCOUNTS 2015/16

SUMMARY
The Audit Findings Report 2015/16 summarises the findings from the audit of the
financial statements and the value for money assessment carried out by the
external Auditor, Grant Thornton UK LLP. The Auditor proposes to issue an
unqualified audit opinion on the accounts and an unqualified conclusion, and has
stated that the Fire Authority has proper arrangements to secure economy,
efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources.
The Audit Findings report has been reviewed and recommended for approval by
the Audit, Governance and Ethics Committee.
RECOMMENDATION
To receive the Audit, Governance and Ethics Committee’s comments on the
Annual Audit Findings Report 2015/16 and approve the Authority’s Financial
Statements 2015/16.

CONTENTS
The report primarily focuses on:
•

Findings from the 2015/16 audit of the financial statements

•

Value for Money

•

Fees

•

Communication of audit matters

1

BACKGROUND
Under the Audit Commission’s Code of Practice, Grant Thornton in their role as
external auditor are required to report whether, in their opinion, the Fire
Authority’s financial statements present a true and fair view of its financial
position, its expenditure and income for the year and whether they have been
properly prepared in accordance with the CIPFA Code of Practice on Local
Authority Accounting. They are also required to reach a formal conclusion on
whether the Authority has proper arrangements to secure economy, efficiency
and effectiveness in its use of resources.
The Audit Findings report (see the Appendix) highlights the key findings arising
from the audit for the benefit of those charged with governance as required by
International Standard on Auditing (UK & Ireland) 260, the Local Audit and
Accountability Act 2014 and the National Audit Office Code of Audit Practice. Its
contents have been discussed with officers.
As Auditors Grant Thornton are responsible for performing the audit, in
accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK & Ireland), which is
directed towards forming and expressing an opinion on the financial statements
that have been prepared by management with the oversight of those charged
with governance. The audit of the financial statements does not relieve
management or those charged with governance of their responsibilities for the
preparation of the financial statements.
This report highlights the key issues affecting the results of the Fire Authority and
the preparation of the Fire Authority's financial statements for the year ended 31
March 2016. It is also used to report the Auditors’ findings to management and
those charged with governance in accordance with the requirements of
International Standard on Auditing (UK & Ireland) 260, and the Local Audit and
Accountability Act 2014.
The Auditors are also required to consider other information published together
with the audited financial statements, whether it is consistent with the financial
statements and in line with required guidance. They are also required to carry out
sufficient work to satisfy ourselves on whether the Fire Authority has made
proper arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use
of resources ('the value for money (VFM) conclusion').
This report identifies key messages that the Fire Authority should consider prior
to the Auditors issuing their opinion on the financial statements, a value for
money conclusion and an audit closure certificate.
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KEY AUDIT AND FINANCIAL REPORTING ISSUES
Financial statements opinion
The Auditors have identified no material adjustments affecting the Fire Authority's
reported income and expenditure position in 2015/16. The draft financial
statements for the year ended 31 March 2016 recorded net expenditure of
£66,094k; the audited financial statements show net expenditure of £66,011k.
During their audit they identified some material disclosure adjustments. They also
recommended a number of adjustments to improve the presentation of the
financial statements.
The Auditors anticipate providing an unqualified audit opinion in respect of the
financial statements.
Other financial statement responsibilities
As well as an opinion on the financial statements, the auditors are required to
give an opinion on whether other information published together with the audited
financial statements is consistent with the financial statements.
The Auditors do not have any issues to report in relation to this responsibility.
Controls
The audit is not designed to test all internal controls or identify all areas of control
weakness. However, where, as part of their testing, the Auditors identify any
control weaknesses they report these to the Authority.
The Auditors’ work has not identified any control weaknesses which they wish to
highlight.
Value for Money
Based on their review, the auditors are satisfied that, in all significant respects,
the Fire Authority had proper arrangements in place to secure economy,
efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources.
Other statutory powers and duties
The Auditors have not identified any issues that have required them to apply their
statutory powers and duties under the Act.
KEY FINDINGS
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Section 2 of the audit report details the key findings against:
•

Significant and other risks

•

Accounting policies estimates and Judgements

•

Internal Controls

The Auditors identified two material classification errors in the Comprehensive
Income and Expenditure Statement which have been amended in the final
version of the financial statements. The first, totalling £2,539k, related to
accounting for property, Plant and Equipment (PPE) revaluations. The second,
totalling £8,356k related to the accounting for the Firefighters’ Pension Fund TopUp Grant. These did not have an impact on the Total Comprehensive Income
and Expenditure for the year.
Following the submission of the draft financial statements, the Fire Authority
identified a material error in the 2014/15 accounts which affected the pension
liability. This has reduced the pension liability and pension reserve in the Balance
Sheet by £2,503k in both 2014/15 and 2015/16. This adjustment had no effect on
the Authority's Useable Reserves.
FEES
The final fee for the audit was £31,454 in line with the audit plan.
COMMUNICATION OF AUDIT MATTERS
International Standards on Auditing (ISA) 260 prescribe matters which external
audit are required to communicate with those charged with governance. The
audit findings report presents the key issues and other matters arising from the
audit, together with an explanation of how these have been resolved.
CONSIDERATIONS
CONTRIBUTION TO KEY POLICY PRIORITIES
It is recognised that effective systems of internal control are key to achieving the
corporate objectives and of the Authority. In particular:
•

Corporate Plan

•

Integrated Risk Management Plan

•

The Fire and Rescue Service National Framework

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There were no direct financial implications within the report.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
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The Treasurer is responsible for the preparation of the Fire Authority’s Statement
of Accounts, including the Firefighters’ Pension Fund accounting statements, in
accordance with proper practices as set out in the CIPFA/LASAAC Code of
Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom. The Auditor has to
audit the accounting statements in accordance with applicable law and
International Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland). Additionally under Section
5 of the Audit Commission Act 1998 he has to satisfy himself that the Fire
Authority has made proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and
effectiveness in its use of resources.
DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS
None
CORPORATE RISK ASSESSMENT
Providing evidence of key internal control measures will ensure the corporate
risks to the Fire Authority are reduced.
ENVIRONMENTAL/SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS
None
CRIME AND DISORDER REDUCTION IMPLICATIONS
None
HEALTH & SAFETY IMPLICATIONS
None
APPENDIX
ISA 260 2015-16
List of background documents:
Corporate Plan (2015-2018)
Fire and Rescue National Framework for England (2012)
Statement of Accounts 2015/16
Annual Governance Statement 2015/16
Report Contact:
James Dack - Treasurer / Director of Finance and Asset Management (Ext 235)
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Grant Thornton UK LLP
Hartwell House
55-61 Victoria Street
Bristol
BS1 6FT
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21 September 2016
Dear Audit, Governance and Ethics Committee
Audit Findings for Avon Fire Authority for the year ending 31 March 2016

This Audit Findings report highlights the key findings arising from the audit for the benefit of those charged with governance (in the case of Avon Fire Authority, the Audit,
Governance and Ethics Committee), as required by International Standard on Auditing (UK & Ireland) 260, the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 and the National
Audit Office Code of Audit Practice. Its contents have been discussed with officers.
As auditors we are responsible for performing the audit, in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK & Ireland), which is directed towards forming and
expressing an opinion on the financial statements that have been prepared by management with the oversight of those charged with governance. The audit of the financial
statements does not relieve management or those charged with governance of their responsibilities for the preparation of the financial statements.
The contents of this report relate only to those matters which came to our attention during the conduct of our normal audit procedures which are designed primarily for the
purpose of expressing our opinion on the financial statements and giving a value for money conclusion. Our audit is not designed to test all internal controls or identify all
areas of control weakness. However, where, as part of our testing, we identify any control weaknesses, we will report these to you. In consequence, our work cannot be
relied upon to disclose defalcations or other irregularities, or to include all possible improvements in internal control that a more extensive special examination might
identify. We do not accept any responsibility for any loss occasioned to any third party acting, or refraining from acting on the basis of the content of this report, as this
report was not prepared for, nor intended for, any other purpose.
We would like to take this opportunity to record our appreciation for the kind assistance provided by the finance team and other staff during our audit.
Yours sincerely
Peter Barber
Engagement lead
© 2016 Grant Thornton UK LLP | Audit Findings Report for Avon Fire Authority | 2015/16
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Executive summary

Purpose of this report
This report highlights the key issues affecting the results of Avon Fire Authority
('the Authority') and the preparation of the Authority's financial statements for the
year ended 31 March 2016. It is also used to report our audit findings to
management and those charged with governance in accordance with the
requirements of International Standard on Auditing (UK & Ireland) 260, and the
Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 ('the Act').
Under the National Audit Office (NAO) Code of Audit Practice ('the Code'), we
are required to report whether, in our opinion, the Authority's financial statements
give a true and fair view of the financial position of the Authority and its income
and expenditure for the year and whether they have been properly prepared in
accordance with the CIPFA Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting.
We are also required consider other information published together with the
audited financial statements, whether it is consistent with the financial statements
and in line with required guidance.
We are required to carry out sufficient work to satisfy ourselves on whether the
Authority has made proper arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and
effectiveness in its use of resources ('the value for money (VFM) conclusion').
Auditor Guidance Note 7 (AGN07) clarifies our reporting requirements in the
Code and the Act. We are required to provide a conclusion whether in all
significant respects, the Authority has put in place proper arrangements to secure
value for money through economic, efficient and effective use of its resources for
the relevant period.

• written recommendations which should be considered by the Authority and
responded to publicly (section 24 of the Act);
• application to the court for a declaration that an item of account is contrary
to law (section 28 of the Act);
• issue of an advisory notice (section 29 of the Act); and
• application for judicial review (section 31 of the Act).
We are also required to give electors the opportunity to raise questions about
the accounts and consider and decide upon objections received in relation to
the accounts under sections 26 and 27 of the Act.
Introduction
In the conduct of our audit we have not had to alter or change our audit
approach, which we communicated to you in our Audit Plan dated May 2016.
Our audit is substantially complete although we are finalising our procedures in
the following areas:
• review of the final version of the financial statements
• obtaining and reviewing the management letter of representation
• review of revised versions of the Annual Governance Statement and
Narrative Report
• updating our post balance sheet events review, to the date of signing the
opinion
We received draft financial statements and accompanying working papers at the
commencement of our work, in accordance with the agreed timetable.

The Act also details the following additional powers and duties for local
government auditors, which we are required to report to you if applied:
• a public interest report if we identify any matter that comes to our attention in
the course of the audit that in our opinion should be considered by the
Authority or brought to the public's attention (section 24 of the Act);
© 2016 Grant Thornton UK LLP | Audit Findings Report for Avon Fire Authority | 2015/16
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Key audit and financial reporting issues
Financial statements opinion
We have identified no material adjustments affecting the Authority's reported
income and expenditure position in 2015/16. The draft financial statements for
the year ended 31 March 2016 recorded net expenditure of £66,094k; the audited
financial statements show net expenditure of £66,011k.
We identified two material classification errors in the Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure Statement which will both be amended in the final version of the
financial statements. The first, totalling £2,539k, related to the accounting for PPE
revaluations. The second, totalling £8,356k related to the accounting for the FireFighter Pension Fund Top Up Grant. These did not have an impact on the Total
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure for the year.
Following the submission of the draft financial statements, the Authority identified
a material error in the 2014/15 accounts which affected the pension liability. This
has reduced the pension liability and pension reserve in the Balance Sheet by
£2,503k in both 2014/15 and 2015/16. This adjustment had no effect on the
Authority's Useable Reserves.

Other financial statement responsibilities
As well as an opinion on the financial statements, we are required to give an
opinion on whether other information published together with the audited
financial statements is consistent with the financial statements. This includes:
 if the Annual Governance Statement does not meet the disclosure
requirements set out in the CIPFA/SOLACE guidance or is misleading or
inconsistent with the information of which we are aware from our audit.
We do not have any issues to report in relation to this responsibility.
Controls
Roles and responsibilities
The Authority's management is responsible for the identification, assessment,
management and monitoring of risk, and for developing, operating and
monitoring the system of internal control.
Our audit is not designed to test all internal controls or identify all areas of
control weakness. However, where, as part of our testing, we identify any
control weaknesses, we report these to the Authority.

During our audit we identified material disclosure adjustments. We have also
recommended a number of adjustments to improve the presentation of the
financial statements.

Findings
Our work has not identified any control weaknesses which we wish to highlight
for your attention.

Further details are set out in section two of this report.

Value for Money
Based on our review, we are satisfied that, in all significant respects, the
Authority had proper arrangements in place to secure economy, efficiency and
effectiveness in its use of resources.

We anticipate providing a unqualified audit opinion in respect of the financial
statements (see Appendix B).

Further detail of our work on Value for Money are set out in section three of
this report.
© 2016 Grant Thornton UK LLP | Audit Findings Report for Avon Fire Authority | 2015/16
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Other statutory powers and duties
We have not identified any issues that have required us to apply our statutory
powers and duties under the Act.
The way forward
Matters arising from the financial statements audit and our review of the
Authority's arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its
use of resources have been discussed with the Treasurer.
Acknowledgement
We would like to take this opportunity to record our appreciation for the
assistance provided by the finance team and other staff during our audit.
Grant Thornton UK LLP
September 2016
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Audit findings

Materiality
In performing our audit, we apply the concept of materiality, following the requirements of International Standard on Auditing (UK & Ireland) (ISA) 320: Materiality in
planning and performing an audit. The standard states that 'misstatements, including omissions, are considered to be material if they, individually or in the aggregate, could
reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of the financial statements'.
As we reported in our audit plan, we determined overall materiality to be £1,059,000 (being 2% of gross revenue expenditure). We have considered whether this level
remained appropriate during the course of the audit and have made no changes to our overall materiality.
We also set an amount below which misstatements would be clearly trivial and would not need to be accumulated or reported to those charged with governance because we
would not expect that the accumulated effect of such amounts would have a material impact on the financial statements. We have defined the amount below which
misstatements would be clearly trivial to be £52,000. This remains the same as reported in our audit plan.
As we reported in our audit plan, we identified the following items where we decided that separate materiality levels were appropriate. These remain the same as reported in
our audit plan.

Balance/transaction/disclosure

Explanation

Materiality level

Disclosures of officers' remuneration, salary
bandings and exit packages in notes to the
statements

Due to public interest in these disclosures and the statutory requirement for
them to be made.

£5,000

Disclosure of auditors' remuneration in notes to the
statements

Due to public interest in these disclosures and the statutory requirement for
them to be made.

£10,000

Disclosures of members' allowances in notes to the
statements

Due to public interest in these disclosures and the statutory requirement for
them to be made.

£5,000

© 2016 Grant Thornton UK LLP | Audit Findings Report for Avon Fire Authority | 2015/16
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Audit findings against significant risks
"Significant risks often relate to significant non-routine transactions and judgmental matters. Non-routine transactions are transactions that are unusual, either due to size
or nature, and that therefore occur infrequently. Judgmental matters may include the development of accounting estimates for which there is significant measurement
uncertainty" (ISA (UK&I) 315).
In this section we detail our response to the significant risks of material misstatement which we identified in the Audit Plan. As we noted in our plan, there are two
presumed significant risks which are applicable to all audits under auditing standards.

1.

Risks identified in our audit plan

Work completed

Assurance gained and issues arising

The revenue cycle includes fraudulent transactions

Having considered the risk factors set out in ISA240 and the
nature of the revenue streams at Avon Fire Authority, we
determined that the risk of fraud arising from revenue
recognition could be rebutted, because:

The presumed risk of revenue recognition under
ISA 240 was rebutted.

Under ISA (UK&I) 240 there is a presumed risk that
revenue may be misstated due to the improper
recognition of revenue.

•

there is little incentive to manipulate revenue recognition

•

opportunities to manipulate revenue recognition are very
limited; and

•

the culture and ethical frameworks of local authorities,
including Avon Fire Authority, mean that all forms of fraud
are seen as unacceptable.

Management over-ride of controls

•

Under ISA (UK&I) 240 it is presumed that the risk of
management over-ride of controls is present in all
entities.

review of accounting estimates, judgements and decisions
made by management

•

testing of journal entries

•

review of unusual significant transactions

Our audit work has not identified any evidence of
management over-ride of controls. In particular
the findings of our review of journal controls and
testing of journal entries has not identified any
significant issues.

•

review of assurances from Those Charged With
Governance and Management in relation to fraud, law and
regulations.

We set out later in this section of the report our
work and findings on key accounting estimates
and judgements.

This presumption can be rebutted if the auditor
concludes that there is no risk of material misstatement
due to fraud relating to revenue recognition.

2.

Our audit work on material revenue streams did
not identified any issues in relation to revenue
recognition. We recommended that management
include accounting policies for revenue
recognition in relation to Council Tax and NonDomestic Rates income, which they have
updated in the final version of the financial
statements.

© 2016 Grant Thornton UK LLP | Audit Findings Report for Avon Fire Authority | 2015/16
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Audit findings against significant risks continued
We have also identified the following significant risks of material misstatement from our understanding of the entity. We set out below the work we have completed to
address these risks.

3.

Risks identified in our audit plan

Work completed

Assurance gained and issues arising

Valuation of property, plant and equipment
The Code requires that the Authority ensures
that the carrying value at the balance sheet
date is not materially different from current
value. This represents a significant estimate by
management in the financial statements. There
is a risk that revaluation measurements are not
correct.

•

Our audit work identified a problem with the asset register which resulted in
incorrect charges being made to the CIES and the revaluation reserve. This
resulted in material disclosure adjustments to the Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure Statement.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Documentation of the processes and
controls in place around the
calculation and accounting for PPE
revaluations.
Completion of a walkthrough test to
confirm the operation of controls is in
line with our understanding.
Review of the competence, expertise
and objectivity of management
experts used.
Review of the instructions issued to
valuation experts and the scope of
their work.
Discussions with valuers about the
basis on which the valuations are
carried out and challenge of the key
assumptions where appropriate.
Review and challenge of the
information used by the valuers to
ensure it is robust and consistent with
our understanding.
Testing of revaluations made during
the year to ensure they are input
correctly into the asset register and
accounted for correctly.

The draft financial statements showed a deficit on revaluation of non-current
assets of £1,315k in the CIES, with a corresponding reduction taken to the
Revaluation Reserve in the Balance Sheet. Following our audit, this was
adjusted to a surplus of £1,224k, with a corresponding increase to the
Revaluation Reserve. An additional £2,539k was charged to the cost of
services in respect of this adjustment, and therefore the net effect of this
adjustment on the CIES bottom line was nil. The change arose due to the
asset register incorrectly posting entries to the revaluation reserve and CIES.
In the Balance Sheet, the increase in the Revaluation Reserve was matched
by a decrease in the Capital Adjustment Account. As the charges in respect of
PPE valuation are reversed from the CIES through the Movement in Reserves
Statement, this change has no impact on the Authority's General or
Earmarked Reserves.
The adjustment also affected disclosures in the Cash Flow Statement, Note 9
(Adjustments between accounting and funding basis under regulations), Note
10 (Property, Plant and Equipment), Note 24 (Unusable Reserves), Note 29
(Amounts Reported for Resource Allocation Decisions), Note 30
(Reconciliation to Subjective Analysis) and Note 31 (Cash Flow Statement –
Operating Activities). The disclosures were updated to ensure that they
matched those made in the main financial statements.
Re-running the depreciation calculations after the update resulted in an
additional charge of £83k in depreciation. This increased the Total
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure reported in the CIES, changing the
bottom line by £83k, and reduced the value of PPE in the Balance Sheet by
this value. This was offset in the Balance Sheet by an equivalent reduction to
the Capital Adjustment Account.
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Audit findings against significant risks continued
We have also identified the following significant risks of material misstatement from our understanding of the entity. We set out below the work we have completed to
address these risks.

4.

Risks identified in our audit plan

Work completed

Assurance gained and issues arising

Valuation of pension fund net liability

•

Documentation of the processes and controls in place around
the valuation and accounting for the pension fund net liability.

•

Completion of a walkthrough test to confirm the operation of
controls is in line with our understanding.

•

Reviewed the competence, expertise and objectivity of the
actuaries who carried out the pension fund valuations.

•

Reviewed the basis on which the valuations were carried out

•

Undertook procedures to confirm the reasonableness of the
actuarial assumptions made.

Our audit work identified a material disclosure
adjustment. The top-up grant payable by
Government of £8,356k in respect of the FireFighter's Pension Fund Account deficit was
included in the 'Re-measurements of the net
defined benefit liability' line within the
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
Statement. Review of the CIPFA Code confirmed
that this should be disclosed within 'Other
Operating Expenditure'. The disclosure was also
updated for the prior year.

•

Reviewed the consistency of the pension fund asset, liability
and disclosures in the notes to the financial statements with the
actuarial reports.
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In updating the prior year disclosure, the Authority
identified that there was an error in their 2014/15
Government Actuary Department valuation report.
This resulted in the pension liability and pension
reserve in the Balance Sheet being overstated by
£2,503k in both 2014/15 and 2015/16. Further
detail is provided on page 19.
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Audit findings against other risks
In this section we detail our response to the other risks of material misstatement which we identified in the Audit Plan. Recommendations, together with management
responses are attached at appendix A.
Transaction cycle

Description of risk

Work completed

Assurance gained & issues arising

Employee
remuneration

Employee remuneration
accruals understated
(Remuneration expenses not
correct)

•

Documentation of the processes and controls in place around the
accounting for Employee Remuneration.

•

Completion of a walkthrough test to confirm the operation of controls is
in line with our understanding.

Our audit work has not identified any
significant issues in relation to the risk
identified.

•

Review of the year end payroll reconciliation to ensure that information
from the payroll system can be agreed to the ledger and the financial
statements.

•

Completion of monthly directional trend analysis on employee costs
from April 2015 to March 2016 to identify any unusual or irregular
movements that could require further investigation.

•

Documentation of the processes and controls in place around the
accounting for operating expenses and year end accruals.

•

Completion of a walkthrough test to confirm the operation of controls is
in line with our understanding.

•

Testing of post year end payments to identify any potentially
unrecorded liabilities.

•

Review of estimates, judgements and decisions made by management
for unusual and large accruals.

•

Documentation of the processes and controls in place around the
calculation for Fire Fighter Pensions.

•

Completion of a walkthrough test to confirm the operation of controls is
in line with our understanding.

•

Agreement of pension disclosures in the financial statements to
supporting evidence

•

Substantive testing of a sample of Fire Fighter Pension benefit
payments covering the period 1 April 2015 to 31 March 2016, including
commutations, to ensure that they have been accurately calculated and
accounted for in the correct period.

Operating expenses

Firefighters Pensions
Benefit Payments

Creditors understated or not
recorded in the correct
period
(Operating expenses
understated)

Benefits improperly
computed/ claims liability
understated
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significant issues in relation to the risk
identified.

Our audit work has not identified any
significant issues in relation to the risk
identified.
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Accounting policies, estimates and judgements
In this section we report on our consideration of accounting policies, in particular revenue recognition policies, and key estimates and judgements made and included
with the Authority's financial statements.
Accounting area

Summary of policy

Comments

Assessment

Revenue recognition

 The Authority has set out its policy for revenue and
funding in the accounting policies reported in the
financial statements

The accounting policy in respect of Government grants and
contributions is appropriate and complies with Code of Practice on
Local Authority Accounting (the Code).


Green

We recommended the inclusion of specific accounting policies for
Council Tax and Non-Domestic Rates as these are material income
streams, and this was agreed by management and updated in the
financial statements.
The disclosures of accounting policies are now deemed adequate.
Our testing has confirmed that policies are applied correctly.
Judgements and
estimates

Key estimates and judgements include:

The estimates and judgements made by management are in

 allowance for bad and doubtful debts

line with the Code's expectations. Further details are provided

 provisions

below in relation to some of these items.


Green

Other key judgements estimates (such as the pension
liability and the Authority's Property, Plant and Equipment
carrying values and useful lives) are considered separately
below.
Judgement – property,
plant and equipment
(PPE) valuation basis
Estimate – PPE
valuation

 Land and buildings are valued at lower of net current
replacement cost or net realisable value, with specialist
buildings (fire stations and related buildings) valued at
depreciated replacement cost.

We are satisfied that the approach adopted by the Authority to
valuing Property, Plant and Equipment provides reasonable
assurance that the carrying value of these assets is not materially
different from their fair value at the Balance Sheet date.

 The valuations for land and buildings including the PFI
asset have been provided by external valuers.


Green

 Specialist vehicles and equipment are valued at
depreciated replacement cost.
 The valuations have been provided by the Authority's
Fleet Manager.

Assessment
 Marginal accounting policy which could potentially attract attention from regulators
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Accounting policies, estimates and judgements continued
Accounting area

Summary of policy

Comments

Assessment

Estimate – Pensions liability

The Authority has a liability in respect of staff
in the Local Government Pension Scheme.
The liability and asset valuations are
calculated annually by Mercer.

We have gained assurance over the valuation of the total pension
liability at 31 March 2016 by reviewing the assumptions used by the
actuary and are satisfied that they are reasonable and that the
liability is materially accurate, following a material change to the
liability in respect of an error in the 2014/15 GAD report. Further
details are provided on page 19.


Green

The Authority also has a liability in respect of
the Fire-Fighters Pension Scheme. The
scheme liabilities are calculated annually by
the Government Actuary's Department
(GAD).
Going concern

The Treasurer has a reasonable expectation
that the services provided by the Authority will
continue for the foreseeable future. Members
concur with this view. For this reason, the
Authority continue to adopt the going
concern basis in preparing the financial
statements.

We have reviewed the Authority's assessment and are satisfied with
management's assessment that the going concern basis is
appropriate for the 2015/16 financial statements.


Green

Other accounting policies

We have reviewed the Authority's policies
against the requirements of the CIPFA Code
and accounting standards.

We have reviewed the Authority's policies against the requirements
of the CIPFA Code of Practice. The Authority's accounting policies
are appropriate and consistent with previous years.


Green

Assessment
 Marginal accounting policy which could potentially attract attention from regulators
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Other communication requirements
We set out below details of other matters which we, as auditors, are required by auditing standards and the Code to communicate to those charged with governance.
Issue

Commentary

1.

Matters in relation to fraud

 We discussed matters in relation to fraud with management and those charged with governance and have not been made aware of
any significant incidents in the period and no other issues have been identified during the course of our audit procedures.

2.

Matters in relation to related
parties

 From the work we carried out, we have not identified any related party transactions which have not been disclosed.

3.

Matters in relation to laws and
regulations

 You have not made us aware of any significant incidences of non-compliance with relevant laws and regulations and we have not
identified any incidences from our audit work.

4.

Written representations

 A standard letter of representation has been requested from the Authority.

5.

Confirmation requests from
third parties

 We obtained direct confirmations from the PWLB for loans, and requested from management permission to send confirmation
requests to third parties for bank balances. This permission was granted and the requests were sent. All of these requests were
returned with positive confirmation.

6.

Disclosures

 We agreed a small number of amendments to disclosures in the financial statements. These are detailed on the tables on page 20
and 21.

7.

Matters on which we report by
exception

 We are required to report on a number of matters by exception in a number of areas:
We have not identified any issues which we would be required to report by exception in relation to the following areas:
 If the Annual Governance Statement does not meet the disclosure requirements set out in the CIPFA/SOLACE guidance or is
misleading or inconsistent with the information of which we are aware from our audit
 The information in the Narrative Report is materially inconsistent with the information in the audited financial statements or our
knowledge of the Authority acquired in the course of performing our audit, or otherwise misleading.
During the audit we made recommendations to the Authority in relation to the Annual Governance Statement and Narrative Report
disclosures. The documents were updated accordingly in the final versions.

8.

Specified procedures for
Whole of Government
Accounts

We are required to carry out specified procedures (on behalf of the NAO) on the Whole of Government Accounts (WGA) consolidation
pack under WGA group audit instructions.
The NAO has specified a group reporting threshold of £350 million of income, expenditure, assets (excluding PPE) or liabilities (excluding
the pension liability). As the Authority does not exceed the threshold, no additional work is required and we have confirmed this to the
NAO.
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Internal controls
The purpose of an audit is to express an opinion on the financial statements.
Our audit included consideration of internal controls relevant to the preparation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in
the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of internal control. We considered and walked through the internal controls
for Property, Plant and Equipment, Employee Remuneration, Operating Expenses, Firefighter's Pension Benefits Payments and the valuation of the Pension Fund
liability as set out on pages 11 to 13 above.
The controls were found to be operating effectively and we have no matters to report to the Audit, Governance and Ethics Committee.
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Adjusted misstatements
A number of adjustments to the draft accounts have been identified during the audit process. We are required to report all non trivial misstatements to those charged
with governance, whether or not the accounts have been adjusted by management. The table below summarises the adjustments arising from the audit which have
been processed by management.
Impact of adjusted misstatements

All adjusted misstatements are set out in detail below along with the impact on the key statements and the reported net expenditure for the year.
Detail

1

As detailed on page 11, during the audit process it was
identified that the fixed asset register had not posted
revaluation movements correctly. Following discussions with
the software supplier and an update, the processes were rerun.
The updated software resulted in an increased depreciation
charge of £82k. This increased the charge to the Cost of
Services, and decreased the value of Property, Plant and
Equipment in the Balance Sheet.
The corresponding entry in the Balance Sheet was to the
Capital Adjustment Account, where the depreciation charge
in the CIES is reversed through the Movement in Reserves
Statement.
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Comprehensive Income
and Expenditure
Statement
£'000

Balance Sheet
£'000

Dr Cost of Services
82

Cr PPE
82
Dr Capital
Adjustment Account
82

Movement in
Reserves
£000

Cr Adjustments
between accounting
& funding basis
under regulations
82
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Adjusted misstatements
Comprehensive Income
and Expenditure
Statement
£'000

Balance Sheet
£'000

Movement in
Reserves
£000

As reported on page 20, we identified a disclosure change in
relation to the Fire-Fighter Pension Fund Top-Up grant,
which also affected the 2014/15 financial year. In processing
this change, the Authority identified that the 2014/15
Government Actuary Department's report was incorrect.
The GAD report showed pension commutation payments of
£287k in 2014/15. The actual figure was £2,871k, a difference
of £2,503k.
The impact of this was that the prior year pension liability in
the Balance Sheet was over-stated by £2,503k, and that the
income received in the CIES in the form of Top-Up Grant
was under-stated by the same value.
In 2015/16 this meant that the liability and pension reserve in
the Balance Sheet were also over-stated by £2,503k.
The adjustments to the 2015/16 statements are shown to the
right.

Nil

Dr Pension Liability
£2,503

Nil

Overall impact

£82

Detail

2
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Cr Pension Reserve
£2,503

Net nil

£82
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Misclassifications and disclosure changes
The table below provides details of misclassification and disclosure changes identified during the audit which have been made in the final set of financial statements.

Adjustment type

Value
£'000

Account balance

1

Misclassification

£8,356

Re-measurements of
the net defined benefit
liability

Our testing identified that the top-up grant payable by the Government in respect of the FireFighters Pension Fund Account deficit was included in the 'Re-measurements of the net
defined benefit liability' line within the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement.
Review of the CIPFA Code confirmed that this should be disclosed within 'Other Operating
Expenditure'. The disclosure was also updated for the prior year, with the relevant figures
updated by £8,042k.

2

Misclassification

£2,539

PPE revaluations

As set out on page 11, adjustments were made to the accounting entries in respect of PPE
revaluations. The CIES was updated to reflect an additional charge of £2,539k to the Cost of
Services, reflecting additional valuation losses charged to the CIES. The '(Surplus) or Deficit on
revaluation of non-current assets' line in the CIES was also adjusted by £2,539k to reflect the
revaluation increases posted to the Revaluation Reserve. The net effect on the CIES of this
change was nil.
Relevant disclosures and classifications in the Cash Flow Statement, Note 9 (Adjustments
between accounting and funding basis under regulations), Note 10 (Property, Plant and
Equipment), Note 24 (Unusable Reserves), Note 29 (Amounts Reported for Resource
Allocation Decisions), Note 30 (Reconciliation to Subjective Analysis) and Note 31 (Cash Flow
Statement – Operating Activities) were also updated to reflect the adjustment.

3

Misclassification

£2,464

Note 10 – Property,
Plant and Equipment

Our testing identified that expenditure on the construction of the new fire station at Temple
Back had been classified as additions of 'Land & Buildings' when it should have been classified
as 'Assets Under Construction' as the building was not operational at 31 March 2016. This did
not impact upon the value of Property, Plant and Equipment assets shown in the Balance
Sheet. Management updated the disclosures in the final version of the financial statements.
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Misclassifications and disclosure changes
Adjustment type

Value
£'000

Account balance

Impact on the financial statements

4

Disclosure

£87,662

Movement in Reserves
Statement

The 'Other Comprehensive Income and Expenditure' balance of £87,662k as per the final
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement was not taken directly to Unusable
Reserves in the Movement in Reserves Statement as is required by the CIPFA Code. Instead,
the balances were shown against Usable Reserves and reversed to Unusable Reserves through
the 'Adjustments between funding and accounting basis' note (Note 9). The Movement in
Reserves Statement has been correctly updated, and the prior year has been re-stated to reflect
this treatment, with the restated 2014/15 figure of -£29,304k adjusted in the same way.

5

Disclosure

N/A

Note 7 – Senior Officer
Remuneration

The role of Monitoring Officer was undertaken by two individuals during 2015/16, a note has
been added to clarify this. A payment made in respect of compensation for loss of office has
also been included in the note, and the relevant totals have been updated.

6

Disclosure

N/A

Note ix - Financial
Instruments

Fair Value disclosures were updated within the Financial Instruments note to reflect the new
requirements following the introduction of IFRS 13. This included the addition of the Fair
Value hierarchy disclosures.

7

Disclosure

N/A

Note xxi - Council Tax
and Non-Domestic
Rates income

No accounting policy was included within the draft financial statements for these material
income streams. We recommended accounting policies be added to the financial statements,
which management agreed.

8

Disclosure

N/A

Note 34 - Contingent
liabilities

Two contingent liabilities were disclosed in the draft financial statements. Our testing identified
that these related to the 2014/15 financial year, and were no longer relevant for the 2015/16
financial year. The disclosures were removed from the financial statements.

9

Disclosure

N/A

Various
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statements to improve their presentation, consistency and readability.
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Value for Money

Background
We are required by section 21 of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014
('the Act') and the NAO Code of Audit Practice ('the Code') to satisfy
ourselves that the Authority has put in place proper arrangements for securing
economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources. This is known as
the Value for Money (VFM) conclusion.
We are required to carry out sufficient work to satisfy ourselves that proper
arrangements are in place at the Authority. The Act and NAO guidance state
that for local government bodies, auditors are required to give a conclusion on
whether the Authority has put proper arrangements in place.
In carrying out this work, we are required to follow the NAO's Auditor
Guidance Note 3 (AGN 03) issued in November 2015. AGN 03 identifies
one single criterion for auditors to evaluate:
In all significant respects, the audited body had proper arrangements to ensure it took
properly informed decisions and deployed resources to achieve planned and sustainable
outcomes for taxpayers and local people.

Risk assessment

We carried out an initial risk assessment and identified significant risks, which
we communicated to you in our Audit Plan dated May 2016 and presented to
the Audit, Governance and Ethics Committee 30 June 2016.
We identified risks in respect of specific areas of proper arrangements using the
guidance contained in AGN03.
We have continued our review of relevant documents up to the date of giving
our report, and have not identified any further significant risks where we need
to perform further work.
We carried out further work only in respect of the significant risks we identified
from our initial and ongoing risk assessment. Where our consideration of the
significant risks determined that arrangements were not operating effectively, we
have used the examples of proper arrangements from AGN 03 to explain the
gaps in proper arrangements that we have reported in our VFM conclusion.

AGN03 provides examples of proper arrangements against three sub-criteria
but specifically states that these are not separate criteria for assessment
purposes and that auditors are not required to reach a distinct judgement
against each of these.
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Significant qualitative aspects

AGN 03 requires us to disclose our views on significant qualitative aspects of the
Authority's arrangements for delivering economy, efficiency and effectiveness.
We have focused our work on the significant risks that we identified in the
Authority's arrangements. In arriving at our conclusion, our main considerations
were:
• The Authority has a balanced Medium Term Financial Plan over the period to
2019/20, and review of the planning assumptions underpinning this suggests that
they are reasonable.
• The Authority are taking relevant actions in relation to sickness levels and staff
issues.
We have set out more detail on the risks we identified, the results of the work we
performed and the conclusions we drew from this work on pages 25 and 26.
Overall conclusion

Based on the work we performed to address the significant risks, we concluded that:
• the Authority had proper arrangements in all significant respects to ensure it
delivered value for money in its use of resources. The text of our report, which
confirms this can be found at Appendix B.
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Key findings

We set out below our key findings against the significant risks we identified through our initial risk assessment and further risks identified through our ongoing review of
documents.
Significant risk

Work to address

Findings and conclusions

The Authority continues to
face financial pressures
with further cuts being
made in central
government funding. There
is a risk that the Authority
will not remain financially
viable, as to do so it is
required to continue to
make significant savings
over the life of the Medium
Term Financial Plan
(MTFP).

We reviewed the
Authority's latest MTFP
and the 2016/17 budget,
considering the
assumptions that underpin
the figures within them.

The Authority set a balanced budget for the 2016/17 financial year, with a net budget requirement of £42,645k. This was
to be met through government funding, an increase in Council Tax precept of 2%, a savings requirement of £2,413k and
use of earmarked revenue reserves of £1,499k.
The Authority received a 4 year funding settlement which has allowed them to plan into the medium term with more
certainty. The latest MTFP runs to the year 2019/20, and the financial position of the Authority is balanced over this
period, with total savings of £5,031k identified over the life of the MTFP.
The Authority conducts a thorough process to set the budget, including detailed modelling of assumptions including
inflationary increases and establishment changes, with options and the implication of different scenarios is reported to
members as part of the budget papers. The Authority make use of resources available to them, such as the Chief Fire
Officers Association's (CFOA) Fire Finance Network to compare funding and other assumptions and to ensure that
assumptions are comparable and reasonable. Our work identified that the assumptions applied, for example in relation to
pay and other inflation, appear to be reasonable and in line with other supporting information.
As in previous years, and in line with most other Fire Authorities, the majority of the 2016/17 savings target is identified
from employee costs. This is also the case over the life of the MTFP, with 57% of the total savings requirement coming
from this area, which relates to 50 fire-fighter posts. The Authority has identified that the required savings can be met
without compulsory redundancies, instead relying on natural attrition. Estimated retirement profiles have been drawn up
to 2020, and whilst there always remains a risk that these will not be accurate, previous attrition has been in line with the
Authority's plans. The Authority has also considered where the post savings can come from, and have identified changes
to crewing arrangements that should allow the capability of the service to remain, and there are no planned station
closures. There are pilot schemes running to monitor the impact of these changes, and data gathered will be used to
ensure that the changes do not lead to an increase in risk as has been assumed.
A large proportion of the remaining savings target (£1.6 million of the remaining £2.2 million) comes from reductions in
the revenue contributions required in the budget to fund the capital programme. This will be achieved through repayment
of prudential borrowing and a reduction in the capital budget, to be funded via receipts expected from the sale of sites at
Keynsham and Temple Back. The Authority has confirmed that its preferred option for the HQ site is to share premises
with Avon and Somerset Police HQ, and as a result the capital budget has been reduced by some £9 million.
Budgets and the savings built into these are monitored monthly by budget holders, and quarterly by members, allowing
variances to be properly considered and appropriate actions be taken.
On that basis we concluded that the risk was sufficiently mitigated and the Authority has proper arrangements.
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Key findings
Significant risk

Work to address

Findings and conclusions

The Authority is
experiencing high
levels of staff
sickness during a
period where
there been
reductions in
staffing levels as
the Authority
reacts to
reductions in
government grant
funding.

We will review the
Authority's
workforce plans
and the sickness
action plan to
establish how the
Authority is
managing and
monitoring its
workforce issues.

Sickness levels are currently above the national average, and the Authority's 2015/16 target of 6.1 shifts lost per person due to sickness
was not met, with the actual figure for Wholetime and Control Unfirmed Staff recorded as 8.09.
As a result of the Comprehensive Spending Review in 2010, the establishment for all unformed staff has reduced from 684 to 531 (22.3%
reduction). It should be recognised that this organisational change, as well as the rationalisation and closure of some stations is likely to
have had an impact on the short term sickness levels at the Authority. In addition, recruitment has not taken place in the last few years and
therefore the Uniformed workforce average age is increasing although the data reviewed by the Authority does not indicate a clear trend of
increased sickness absence with age, and therefore the focus is on improving health and fitness.
Analysis by the Authority of sickness at a station level identified that some have significantly higher short term sickness than others
(ranging from 5.14 shifts lost per FTE to 1.78 over April 2015 to December 2015). There are indications of higher short term sickness
during school holidays and also tight crewing or limited leave availability. Station Managers at the sites with higher sickness have been
allocated a dedicated HR advisor to work with them on improving sickness. They have agreed a strategy for each station, and a tailored
improvement plan is to be created based on the localised issues and learning from other low sickness stations. Early indications are that
culture, health and fitness and local management skills are key factors to address at the stations with higher sickness levels.
The Authority has agreed a number of measures, including a 10% increase in medical intervention funding which is used for medical
treatments, counselling and assessments. Short term sickness was identified as the key area requiring focus, and a number of other
measures were identified and introduced, including more frequent back to work interviews, additional support for managers and a more
robust implementation of the informal and formal process for staff who incur above average sickness levels. A further paper on sickness
and fitness management is scheduled to be taken to the Performance Review and Scrutiny Committee of the Fire Authority in October
2016.
As discussed on the previous page, the Authority's MTFP requires savings from staffing budgets equal to a reduction of 50 fire-fighter
posts. This includes changes to crewing arrangements, for which pilots have been completed at some of the affected stations. The two
stations with the highest recorded number of shifts lost per FTE to sickness (Bath and Weston) are two of the four stations identified where
staff savings could be made, with changes to the crewing of the turntable ladders at both stations proposed.
The Authority analysed sickness arising from the changes, including the Weston Pilot, and the changes in relation to the new station at
Hicks Gate. This showed a small number of employees had short term sickness absence associated with the changes, primarily as a
result of stress due to the change in work location affecting their home life or not meeting their personal preferences. This was particularly
the case with employees who live outside the Service area and now have longer commutes.
There remains an inherent risk that further transfers may impact on sickness which will need to be considered. Learning from the pilots in
relation to communications and enhancement of the welfare and change management support provided to staff and managers is being
applied to the Bath pilot. It is also being considered in relation to support staff and the proposed HQ move to Portishead, which was the
least favoured option for the majority of the support staff.
On that basis we concluded that the risk was sufficiently mitigated and the Authority has proper arrangements.
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Significant difficulties in undertaking our work

We did not identify any significant difficulties in undertaking our work on your
arrangements which we wish to draw to your attention.
Significant matters discussed with management

There were no matters where no other evidence was available or matters of such
significance to our conclusion or that we required written representation from
management or those charged with governance.
Any other matters

There were no other matters from our work which were significant to our
consideration of your arrangements to secure value for money in your use of
resources.
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Other statutory powers and duties
We set out below details of other matters which we, as auditors, are required by the Act and the Code to communicate to those charged with governance.
Issue

Commentary

1.

Public interest report

 We have not identified any matters that would require a public interest report to be issued

2.

Written recommendations

 We have not made any written recommendations that the Authority is required to respond to publicly

3.

Application to the court for a
declaration that an item of
account is contrary to law

 We have not been required to use this duty

4.

Issue of an advisory notice

 We have not been required to use this duty

5.

Application for judicial review

 We have not been required to use this duty
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Fees, non audit services and independence

We confirm below our final fees charged for the audit and confirm there were no fees for the provision of non audit services.
Fees

Authority audit

Independence and ethics
Proposed fee
£

Final fee
£

31,454

31,454

31,454

31,454

Total audit fees (excluding VAT)

We confirm that there are no significant facts or matters that impact on our
independence as auditors that we are required or wish to draw to your attention. We
have complied with the Auditing Practices Board's Ethical Standards and therefore
we confirm that we are independent and are able to express an objective opinion on
the financial statements.
We confirm that we have implemented policies and procedures to meet the
requirements of the Auditing Practices Board's Ethical Standards.

The proposed fees for the year were in line with the scale fee set by
Public Sector Audit Appointments Ltd (PSAA)
No additional non-audit or audited related services have been undertaken
for the Authority in 2015-16.
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Appendix A: Audit opinion
We anticipate we will provide the Authority with an unmodified audit report

DRAFT INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF AVON FIRE
AUTHORITY

We have audited the financial statements of Avon Fire Authority (the "Authority") for the year ended 31
March 2016 under the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 (the "Act"). The financial statements
comprise the Movement in Reserves Statement, the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement, the
Balance Sheet, the Cash Flow Statement and the related notes and include the firefighters' pension fund
financial statements comprising the Fund Account, the Net Assets Statement and the related notes 1 to 5.
The financial reporting framework that has been applied in their preparation is applicable law and the
CIPFA/LASAAC Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom 2015/16.
This report is made solely to the members of the Authority, as a body, in accordance with Part 5 of the Act
and as set out in paragraph 43 of the Statement of Responsibilities of Auditors and Audited Bodies published
by Public Sector Audit Appointments Limited. Our audit work has been undertaken so that we might state
to the members those matters we are required to state to them in an auditor's report and for no other
purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other
than the Authority and the Authority's members as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or for the
opinions we have formed.

Scope of the audit of the financial statements
An audit involves obtaining evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements sufficient
to give reasonable assurance that the financial statements are free from material misstatement, whether
caused by fraud or error. This includes an assessment of whether the accounting policies are appropriate to
the Authority’s circumstances and have been consistently applied and adequately disclosed; the
reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by the Treasurer; and the overall presentation of the
financial statements. In addition, we read all the financial and non-financial information in the Narrative
Report and the Annual Governance Statement to identify material inconsistencies with the audited financial
statements and to identify any information that is apparently materially incorrect based on, or materially
inconsistent with, the knowledge acquired by us in the course of performing the audit. If we become aware
of any apparent material misstatements or inconsistencies we consider the implications for our report.
Opinion on financial statements
In our opinion the financial statements:
present a true and fair view of the financial position of the Authority as at 31 March 2016 and of its
expenditure and income for the year then ended; and
have been prepared properly in accordance with the CIPFA/LASAAC Code of Practice on Local Authority
Accounting in the United Kingdom 2015/16 and applicable law.

Respective responsibilities of the Treasurer and auditor
Opinion on other matters
As explained more fully in the Statement of the Treasurer's Responsibilities, the Treasurer is responsible for
the preparation of the Statement of Accounts, which includes the financial statements, in accordance with
proper practices as set out in the CIPFA/LASAAC Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the
United Kingdom 2015/16, which give a true and fair view. Our responsibility is to audit and express an
opinion on the financial statements in accordance with applicable law and International Standards on
Auditing (UK and Ireland). Those standards require us to comply with the Auditing Practices Board’s Ethical
Standards for Auditors.

In our opinion, the other information published together with the audited financial statements in the
Narrative Report and the Annual Governance Statement is consistent with the audited financial statements.
Matters on which we are required to report by exception
We are required to report to you if:
in our opinion the Annual Governance Statement does not comply with the guidance included in ‘Delivering
Good Governance in Local Government: a Framework’ published by CIPFA/SOLACE in June 2007; or
we issue a report in the public interest under section 24 of the Act; or
we make a written recommendation to the Authority under section 24 of the Act; or
we exercise any other special powers of the auditor under the Act.
We have nothing to report in these respects.
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Conclusion on the Authority’s arrangements to secure value for money through economic, efficient
and effective use of its resources
Respective responsibilities of the Authority and auditor
The Authority is responsible for putting in place proper arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and
effectiveness in its use of resources, to ensure proper stewardship and governance, and to review regularly
the adequacy and effectiveness of these arrangements.
We are required under Section 20(1)(c) of the Act to be satisfied that the Authority has made proper
arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources. We are not required
to consider, nor have we considered, whether all aspects of the Authority's arrangements for securing
economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources are operating effectively.
Scope of the review of the Authority's arrangements to secure value for money through economic,
efficient and effective use of its resources

Certificate
We certify that we have completed the audit of the accounts of the Authority in accordance with the
requirements of the Act and the Code.
[Signature to be added]
NAME TO BE ADDED
for and on behalf of Grant Thornton UK LLP, Appointed Auditor
Hartwell House
55-61 Victoria Street
Bristol
BS1 6FT
TO BE DATED 2016

We have undertaken our review in accordance with the Code of Audit Practice prepared by the Comptroller
and Auditor General as required by the Act (the "Code"), having regard to the guidance on the specified
criteria issued by the Comptroller and Auditor General in November 2015, as to whether the Authority had
proper arrangements to ensure it took properly informed decisions and deployed resources to achieve
planned and sustainable outcomes for taxpayers and local people. The Comptroller and Auditor General
determined these criteria as those necessary for us to consider under the Code in satisfying ourselves whether
the Authority put in place proper arrangements to secure value for money through the economic, efficient
and effective use of its resources for the year ended 31 March 2016.
We planned our work in accordance with the Code. Based on our risk assessment, we undertook such work
as we considered necessary to form a view on whether in all significant respects the Authority has put in
place proper arrangements to secure value for money through economic, efficient and effective use of its
resources.
Conclusion
On the basis of our work, having regard to the guidance on the specified criteria issued by the Comptroller
and Auditor General in November 2015, we are satisfied that in all significant respects the Authority has put in
place proper arrangements to secure value for money through economic, efficient and effective use of its
resources for the year ended 31 March 2016.
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STATEMENT OF ASSURANCE 2015/16

11

SUMMARY
The purpose of this report is to present to the Fire Authority the draft Statement of
Assurance 2015/2016 for its consideration in light of the recommendations of the
Audit, Governance and Audit Committee (AGEC).
RECOMMENDATION
•

To receive and consider the recommendations of the AGEC.

CONTENTS
BACKRGOUND
National Frameworks for fire and rescue authorities (FRAs) have been in existence
since 2004 and cover a broad range of activities and responsibilities including
resilience, prevention, protection and response. The emphasis is to promote local
accountability while focusing on issues where there is a clear national interest, for
example national resilience.
With FRAs ultimately accountable to their local communities, the current Fire and
Rescue National Framework for England (DCLG, 2014) states that all FRAs need
to be transparent about decisions and actions taken, and engage with communities
so that local people can scrutinise and influence service delivery. They should also
ensure that local communities can access information to compare the performance
of their FRA with others. To this end, guidance states that robust mechanisms
should be in place to provide independent assurance to communities and to the
government. The current Framework details important measures which will ensure
that FRAs provide assurance and local scrutiny arrangements.
CENTRAL GUIDANCE
In May 2013, the Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG)
published guidance on Statements of Assurance for FRAs in England (DCLG,
2013a). This ‘light touch’ document provides guidance on the content of
statements of assurance and indicates how existing assessment processes might
feed into the statements in order to avoid unnecessary duplication of other

1

documents which may already be published by the Fire Authority and are publically
available.
PRODUCTION OF THE STATEMENT OF ASSURANCE 2015/2016
The attached Statement of Assurance was drafted by Officers to comply with the
requirements of national guidance between June and August 2016 and was
approved by the Service Management Board (SMB) on Tuesday 6 September
2016 for presentation to Elected Members sitting on the Audit, Governance and
Ethics Committee at its meeting on Friday 30 September 2016.
APPROVAL REQUIREMENTS
Members will recall that following consideration of Item 8 (Guidance on Statements
of Assurance for Fire and Rescue Authorities in England) tabled at the meeting of
the Fire Authority on Friday 19 July 2013, it was previously resolved that the
annual Statement of Assurance should be signed off by the Elected Members
sitting on the former Performance and Risk Management Forum and that a copy
should be submitted to the full Fire Authority meeting in December each year.
However, following the implementation of the new committee structure resulting
from the Clerk’s recent governance review the process has now changed such
that:
1. the Statement of Assurance is drafted and submitted to SMB for comment;
2. the SMB-approved document is then tabled as a final draft to the AGEC with a
recommendation for acceptance; and
3. the AGEC-approved Statement of Assurance is tabled to the next available
meeting of the full Fire Authority for approval and publication.
The AGEC considered the draft Statement at its meeting earlier in the day and its
recommendations will be tabled at this meeting.
CONTRIBUTION TO KEY POLICY PRIORITIES
None.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
None.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
Publishing an annual Statement of Assurance is a requirement of the Fire and
Rescue National Framework for England. Fire and rescue authorities must ‘have
regard’ to the Framework under the Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004.
DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS
None.
CORPORATE RISK ASSESSMENT
None.
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ENVIRONMENTAL/SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS
None.
HEALTH & SAFETY IMPLICATIONS
Central government guidance indicates that where advice is received under health
and safety or other legislation, it is appropriate for the fire and rescue authority to
use its Statement of Assurance as a means to inform their communities that these
matters have been considered and, where appropriate, acted on.
APPENDIX
Draft Statement of Assurance 2015/16
List of background documents:
Statement of Assurance 2015/16 (AGEC Report – 30 September 2016)
Report Contact(s):
Lorraine Houghton, Temporary Deputy Chief Officer (Ext. 234)
Peter Davis, Strategic Planning / IRMP (Ext. 243)
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2015/2016

Statement of Assurance

Last edited: 7 September 2016

Our new fire station at Hicks Gate became operational on Tuesday 19 April 2016.
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Foreword

Councillor Peter Abraham
Chairman
Avon Fire Authority
As Chairman of Avon Fire Authority and on behalf of its Members, I acknowledge that the freedom
and flexibility available to us in providing our first class local fire and rescue service is accompanied
by the need for accountability and transparency. Therefore, I welcome the opportunity to present a
summary of our corporate governance arrangements to our communities. I hope that it will provide
a brief insight into the many ways in which we control the spending of taxpayers’ money and
provide an economic, effective and efficient public service.
We pride ourselves on being a learning organisation and as you will read elsewhere in this report,
we welcomed a Fire Peer Challenge team to our service in March 2015 to provide some external
scrutiny of the way in which we work.  Their report was received in June last year and since then we
have been working hard to implement the suggested improvements.  One of their recommendations
highlighted the potential for the Fire Authority to ‘sharpen’ its audit and scrutiny function when
holding the Chief Fire Officer/Chief Executive to account for the running of the service, and we have
now undergone a fundamental review of the way in which we do business with the creation of new
Member-led committees with revised terms of reference.1 This is an important development which
underpins effective governance arrangements and one which demonstrates the value of our open
culture and willingness to act on external feedback.
The Fire Authority is also fully committed to the government’s policy of greater collaboration
between the emergency services. We are proactively exploring several areas where our services
can be improved or delivered more effectively through joint working with our partners, and we are
particularly pleased that the Avon and Somerset Police and Crime Commissioner now attends
meetings of the Fire Authority to help drive change from the top.
In accordance with the Guidance on Statements of Assurance for Fire and Rescue Authorities in
England, we formally confirm that the requirements of the Fire and Rescue National Framework for
England have been met (see also Annex A).2
We are extremely proud of the service we provide and wish to place on record our sincere thanks to
everyone who works so hard day in, day out, to make all of our communities safer.

Councillor Peter Abraham
September 2016
1 See Paper 13 (Governance Report of the Monitoring Officer) tabled at the meeting of the Fire Authority on
Friday 29 May 2015.
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2 This includes the additional requirements relating to firefighter fitness which were included in an addendum to the
National Framework published by the Department for Communities and Local Government on Monday 15 December
2014.

Introduction

Kevin Pearson
Chief Fire Officer/Chief Executive
Avon Fire & Rescue Service
As Chief Fire Officer/Chief Executive of Avon Fire & Rescue Service, I am delighted to introduce our
fourth annual Statement of Assurance.
The current Fire and Rescue National Framework for England published by the Department for
Communities and Local Government (DCLG) in July 2012 requires all fire and rescue authorities
to provide an annual Statement of Assurance. Additionally, the Fire and Rescue Services Act
2004 requires the Secretary of State to report fire and rescue authorities’ compliance with the
Framework to Parliament every two years.
The last 12 months have seen significant developments affecting the delivery of fire and rescue
services in England, including the transfer of policy responsibility for the service from DCLG back
to the Home Office in January 2016. We particularly welcome the latest proposals to re-establish an
independent inspection regime for fire and rescue in England and are confident that this will provide
firm reassurance to the public regarding the high quality of our operational service delivery. Our
continual internal challenge, and the encouraging results of our recent external assurance reviews,  
have laid a solid foundation and we are well prepared to meet the demands of future government
inspections. While it may take some time for any changes to be agreed and implemented, there is
no doubt that the pace of change is very rapid and we remain alert to the opportunities that these
developments may present.
As ever, we recognise the vital importance of providing transparent evidence of our effective
management of public funds and the ways in which our corporate governance arrangements
safeguard the public purse. I hope that our latest statement provides you – the members of
our communities we are so proud to serve – with assurance on our financial, governance and
operational effectiveness. It also demonstrates how we are meeting our Framework commitments.
I trust that you will find our fourth annual Statement a useful summary of our governance
arrangements.  During its preparation we have taken into account the latest views of the Home
Office regarding best practice in the production of Statements of Assurance, and this annual
summary is the basis on which we commit to do everything possible to work towards our overall
mission to improve public safety through preventing, protecting and responding.

CFO/CE Kevin Pearson
September 2016
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Financial
The Statement of Accounts was prepared in conjunction with Bristol City Council under the terms
of a financial services contract which requires that suitably qualified and experienced personnel
are engaged. This is monitored as part of the Fire Authority’s contract monitoring process. The Fire
Authority follows a detailed close down procedure ensuring that the latest accounting requirements
are considered and included where appropriate.
Regular close down review meetings are held to ensure timely and accurate collection of information
and to review third party data provision, for example actuarial input into pension liability estimates.
Where appropriate the Fire Authority has purchased specialist software to ensure that accounting
entries have been accurately calculated and meet the required accounting standards.
Key financial systems are monitored by Internal Audit to ensure that there are strong systems of
internal control and the underlying financial data is accurate.
The Fire Authority has to make certain judgements about complex transactions or those involving
uncertainty about future events. A critical judgement made was that although there is a high degree
of uncertainty about future Government support, there is insufficient evidence to show that the Fire
Authority’s assets may be impaired by any anticipated need to scale back service provision.
The Statement of Accounts was scrutinised by the finance team and the Director of Finance,
Assurance and Asset Management and Treasurer prior to them being considered by the Fire
Authority’s Audit, Governance and Ethics Committee3 on Thursday 30 June 2016.
The Fire Authority’s Statement of Accounts was then subject to independent external audit by
Grant Thornton. Their audit involved obtaining evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements to give reasonable assurance that the Statement of Accounts is free from
material misstatement.
These procedures give strong assurance that the Statement of Accounts shows a true and fair view
of the Fire Authority’s financial position.
The Statement of Accounts 2015/2016 is available through our website:
www.avonfire.gov.uk

Statement on the system of internal financial control
1. This statement is given in respect of the Statement of Accounts for Avon Fire Authority.

We acknowledge our responsibility for ensuring that an effective system of internal financial
control is maintained and operated in connection with the resources concerned.

2. The system of internal financial control can provide only reasonable and not absolute assurance
that assets are safeguarded, that transactions are authorised and properly recorded, and that
material errors or irregularities are either prevented or would be detected within a timely period.

3. The system of internal financial control is based on a framework of regular management

information, financial regulations, administrative procedures (including segregation of duties),
management supervision, and a system of delegation and accountability. Development and
maintenance of the system is undertaken by managers within the fire and rescue service.
In particular, the system includes:
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3 Note that the former Special Purposes Committee was replaced as part of the revised governance structure approved
by the Fire Authority at its meeting held on Friday 3 June 2016.  These revised governance arrangements were
implemented, in part, as a result of the recommendations of our Fire Peer Challenge which took place in March 2015
(see page 18 for further details).

•

comprehensive budgeting systems;

•

regular reviews of periodic and annual financial reports which indicate financial performance
against the forecasts;

•

setting targets to measure financial and other performance;

•

the preparation of regular financial reports which indicate actual expenditure against the
forecasts;

•

clearly defined capital expenditure guidelines; and

•

as appropriate, formal project management disciplines.

4. The Internal Audit function is provided by Bristol City Council and focuses activity on areas
considered by the Fire Authority as being of high priority or major risk.
•

Bristol City Council provides an independent and objective assurance service to the Fire
Authority and will complete a programme of reviews throughout the year. As part of the
Internal Audit review process, Bristol City Council will provide an independent opinion on
the control environment, by evaluating the effectiveness of the system of internal financial  
control which operates within the Fire Authority.

•

Bristol City Council conforms to the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS).

•

Reporting arrangements undertaken by the Chief Internal Auditor include: audit reports
submitted to the Chief Fire Officer/Chief Executive, the Fire Authority, Special Purposes
Committee4, Performance and Risk Management Forum5, Service Management Team
and external audit.

5. The Fire Authority’s review of the effectiveness of the system of internal financial control is
informed by:
•

the work of managers within the fire and rescue service;

•

the work of the internal auditors as described above; and

•

the external auditors in their annual audit letter and other reports.

6. An annual health check of the Fire Authority’s annual governance arrangements is carried out

each year using the six key principles within the CIPFA (Chartered Institute of Public Finance
and Accountancy)/SOLACE (Society of Local Authority Chief Executives and Senior Managers)
Delivering Good Governance in Local Government Framework. When determining if an issue
is significant and needs to be included within the Annual Governance Statement, it is considered
whether the issue:
•

seriously prejudiced or prevented the achievement of a principal objective;

•

resulted in the need to seek additional funding or required a significant diversion of
resources from another part of the Fire Authority’s business;

•

had a material impact on the accounts;

•

attracted significant public interest or seriously damaged the Fire Authority’s reputation;

4 Following the implementation of the revised governance structure this is now the Fire Authority’s General Purposes
Committee.
5 Now the Fire Authority’s Audit, Governance and Ethics Committee.
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•

resulted in formal action being taken by the officer responsible for the financial
administration of the Fire Authority (‘S112 Officer’) or the Monitoring Officer;

•

received significant adverse commentary in external inspection reports and which the Fire
Authority has yet to address in a timely manner; and/or

•

has been identified by the Ethics Committee6 as significant.

7. The Fire Authority’s financial management arrangements conform to the governance

requirements of the CIPFA Statement on the Role of the Chief Financial Officer in Local
Government (2010).
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6 Following the implementation of the revised governance structure this is now the Fire Authority’s Audit, Governance
and Ethics Committee.

The Chairman and Chief Fire Officer perform the ‘topping out’ ceremony at our new Temple Fire Station in March 2016.

Governance
The Fire Authority is responsible for ensuring that its business is conducted in accordance with the
law and proper standards. It must also ensure that public money is safeguarded, properly accounted
for, and used economically, efficiently, effectively and ethically. The Fire Authority also has a duty
under the Local Government Act 1999 to make arrangements to secure continuous improvement
in the way in which its functions are exercised. Regard should be given to a combination of
economy, efficiency, effectiveness and ethics.
In discharging these overall responsibilities, the Fire Authority is responsible for putting in place
proper arrangements for the governance of its affairs, and facilitating the effective exercise of its
functions, including arrangements for the management of risk.
The Fire Authority has approved and adopted its Governance Strategy 2015/2018 which is
consistent with the six core principles of the CIPFA/SOLACE Delivering Good Governance in Local
Government Framework which are:
• focusing on the purpose of the Fire Authority and on outcomes for the community and
creating and implementing a vision for the local area;
• Members and officers working together to achieve a common purpose with clearly defined
functions and roles;
• promoting values for the Fire Authority and demonstrating good governance through
upholding high standards of conduct and behaviour;
• taking informed and transparent decisions which are subject to effective scrutiny and
managing risk;
• developing the capacity and capability of Members and officers to be effective; and
• engaging with local people and other stakeholders to ensure robust public accountability.

Annual Governance Statement
As required by The Accounts and Audit (England) Regulations 2011, the Fire Authority has
approved our Annual Governance Statement for the 2015/2016 financial year. The Statement sets
out how we comply with these regulations and ensures that high levels of governance are provided
across the Fire Authority and the Service and includes:
• a review of effectiveness;
• details of any significant governance issues identified; and
• corporate governance arrangements.
The Annual Governance Statement 2015/2016 was approved and certified by the Chairman of the
Fire Authority, the Chief Fire Officer/Chief Executive, the Treasurer/S112 Officer and the Clerk
to the Fire Authority/Monitoring Officer by signing the following statement:
“The Fire Authority is certain that the actions to address issues highlighted in the annual analysis
and action plan will further enhance the governance arrangements for Avon Fire Authority.
We are satisfied that the actions will address the need for improvement and we will monitor their
implementation as part of our next annual review.”
The Annual Governance Statement 2015/2016 was noted at the meeting of the Fire Authority’s
Audit, Governance and Ethics Commitee held on Thursday 30 June 2016 (the draft minutes of
which were tabled to the Fire Authority at its meeting held on Friday 22 July 2016).
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The Annual Governance Statement 2015/2016 is available at www.avonfire.gov.uk. In particular,
Appendix A of the Statement details six key corporate governance issues which may affect
employees of the Fire Authority, as follows:
• contracts;
• gifts and hospitality;
• whistleblowing
• fraud and corruption;
• party political activities; and
• financial regulations.

Governance Strategy 2015/2018
In order to ensure that we have the highest standards of governance within the Fire Authority and
the Service, we have produced and approved a Governance Strategy 2015/2018 which details our
arrangements to continually monitor our business practices.
A copy of the Governance Strategy 2015/2018 is available through our website:
www.avonfire.gov.uk

Annual Governance Analysis and Action Plan
The Fire Authority’s corporate governance framework includes the systems and processes, culture
and values by which we are directed and controlled. It also includes how we engage with, and
influence, our communities.
Each year we review our arrangements (our annual governance ‘health check’) and produce an
action plan to monitor any areas requiring improvement and development and to ensure continual
improvement in the delivery of efficient, effective, economic and ethical services.
A copy of the Annual Governance Analysis and Action Plan is available through our website:
www.avonfire.gov.uk

External audit
Grant Thornton was appointed as the Fire Authority’s independent external auditors by the Audit
Commission, the body previously responsible for appointing external auditors to local public bodies
in England7. As external auditors, they have a broad remit covering finance and governance matters.
The external auditor’s annual Audit Plan and Audit Findings for the Fire Authority have been
prepared in the context of the Statement of Responsibilities of Auditors and Audited Bodies issued
by Public Sector Audit Appointments Ltd.
Their annual work programme is set in accordance with the Code of Audit Practice (‘the Code’)
issued by the National Audit Office8 and includes nationally prescribed and locally determined work
which considers the Fire Authority’s key risks when reaching their conclusions under the Code.

7 Replaced by Public Sector Audit Appointments Ltd. from Wednesday 1 April 2015.
8 Published pursuant to Schedule 6, Paragraph 2 of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 to replace the Codes
previously published by the Audit Commission which closed in March 2015.
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Internal audit
As part of the Fire Authority’s financial services agreement with Bristol City Council, the Council’s
Internal Audit Section was commissioned to act as our internal auditors during the 2015/2016
financial year.
Internal Audit independently reviews all of the Fire Authority’s operations, resources, services
and processes in place to:
• establish and monitor achievement of objectives;
• identify, assess and manage the risks to achieving those objectives;
• facilitate policy and decision making;
• ensure the economical, effective and efficient use of resources;
• ensure compliance with established policies, procedures, laws and regulations;
• safeguard assets and interests from losses of all kinds, including those arising from fraud,
irregularity or corruption; and
• ensure the integrity and reliability of information, accounts and data including internal and
external reporting.
As a result of their work, Internal Audit produce an annual report to the Fire Authority to provide
us with an assessment of the adequacy and effectiveness of our internal control systems and the
extent to which these can be relied upon in the areas reviewed. It also reports upon the extent to
which our needs have been met and draws attention to any issues affecting the future provision
of the internal audit service to the Fire Authority.
Our independent external auditors also take account of the annual report produced by Internal Audit
in reaching their conclusions.
The Internal Audit Annual Report 2015/2016 is available through our website:
www.avonfire.gov.uk

Data transparency and accountability9
The Local Government Transparency Code10 is issued to meet the government’s desire to place
more power into citizens’ hands to increase democratic accountability. It makes it easier for
local people to contribute to the local decision making process and helps shape public services.  
Transparency is the foundation of local accountability and the key that gives people the tools
and information they need to enable them to play a bigger role in society. The availability of data
can also open new markets for local business, the voluntary and community sectors and social
enterprises to run services or manage public assets.

9 Although not specified as a mandated item for inclusion in Statements of Assurance within the current DCLG guidance,
the government’s response to the Public Accounts Committee’s twenty-third report of session 2015/16 – Financial
sustainability of fire and rescue services – included the fact that the Home Office would “conduct a rigorous
examination of a random sample of fire and rescue authority assurance statements to seek evidence that authorities
have … considered the principles of transparency set out in the Code of Recommended Practice for Local Authorities
on Data Transparency.”
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10 Published by DCLG on Friday 27 February 2015 and coming into effect on Wednesday 1 April 2015. The Local
Government (Transparency Requirements) (England) Regulations 2015 regulate the Code.

Compliance with the Code ensures local people can now see and access data covering how money
is spent, use of our assets, decision making and issues which are important to local people.  We
consider the principles of transparency set out in the Code and publish information including (but
not limited to) expenditure over £500, procurement information, our organisational chart, senior
salaries, the pay multiple, trade union facility time and our premises.
Our information published in line with the Local Government Transparency Code is available on our
website at http://www.avonfire.gov.uk/guide-to-published-information
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Crews fight a fire in Colston Street, Bristol in October 2015.

Operational
Integrated risk management planning
Following the publication of the Fire and Rescue National Framework for England by the
Department for Communities and Local Government in July 2012, fire and rescue authorities are
required to continue to publish Integrated Risk Management Plans (IRMPs). These identify and
assess all foreseeable risks that could affect their communities. The aims of the IRMP are to
improve community safety and ensure more productive use of our resources by:

1. reducing the number of fires and other emergency incidents occurring;
2. reducing loss of life in fires and other emergency incidents;
3. reducing the number and severity of injuries occurring in fires and other emergencies;
4. reducing the commercial, economic and social impact of fires and other emergency incidents;
5. safeguarding the environment and heritage (both built and natural); and
6. providing communities with value for money.
In order to enable active and informed participation in the development of our services, our IRMP
covering the period of this Statement of Assurance was drafted in 2011 and was made available to
the following groups for consultation in early 2012:
• the general public via our external website;
• the Elected Members sitting on the Fire Authority;
• the four unitary authorities covered by Avon Fire & Rescue Service (Bath & North East
Somerset Council, Bristol City Council, North Somerset Council and South Gloucestershire
Council); and
• representative bodies including the Fire Brigades’ Union and other recognised trade unions.
The final version of our Integrated Risk Management Plan 2012/2015 was approved and adopted by
the Fire Authority at its meeting on Friday 25 May 2012 and is available through our website:
www.avonfire.gov.uk
In 2013 we updated our IRMP with an ambitious action plan designed to achieve the significant
financial savings required as a result of the 2010 Spending Review and the subsequent further
reductions in funding through to 2015/2016 announced in the 2013 Spending Round. In summary
– and subject to the full approval of the Fire Authority before each stage of implementation – we
planned to:
• open a new fire station at Hicks Gate;
• open a new Headquarters in Keynsham;
• amalgamate Speedwell Fire Station with the redeveloped Kingswood Fire Station;
• redevelop Temple Fire Station; and
• consider the amalgamation of Southmead and Patchway Fire Stations into a new fire station
somewhere in the area of the former Filton Airfield.
We also committed to achieve these plans with no reduction in operational response standards,
no reduction in community safety activity and no reduction in what we have to spend on vehicles
and equipment.The last 12 months have seen significant changes affecting the delivery of fire and
rescue services in England.  On Wednesday 25 November 2015 the Chancellor of the Exchequer
published the Spending Review and Autumn Statement 2015 which has resulted in a 21%
reduction in government grant in the four years to 2020. This, coupled with the ‘in principle’ decision
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by the Fire Authority on Friday 18 December 2015 to raise the council tax precept by 2% per year
over the next four years means we now have greater certainty on which to base our medium term
financial plan and shape our services in line with the reduced financial resources available.
As well as reductions in funding, other national developments in fire and rescue service policy
also affect our plans for the future. In its manifesto leading up to the 2015 General Election, the
Conservative Party pledged to “… enable fire and police services to work more closely together
and develop the role of our elected and accountable Police and Crime Commissioners”. Following
the election, the government published a consultation on collaboration between the emergency
services and, at the time of writing, proposals to allow PCCs to take over the running of their local
fire and rescue service are included in the Policing and Crime Bill. While that process continues,
departmental responsibility for the fire and rescue service has already moved from the Department
for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) and seen our return to the Home Office. The
government believes that central policy making, as well as local delivery, can benefit from a more
joined up approach and that this can best be achieved by the transfer of responsibility such that the
lessons learnt from police reform can be applied to the fire and rescue service.
With all that in mind, our plans remain flexible and we have delivered some significant projects
while continually evaluating our future options. We have seen some huge successes based on the
package of reforms outlined in our 2012/2015 IRMP including:
• the completion of the newly refurbished Kingswood Fire Station – on time and on budget – which
became fully operational in February 2015;
• the completion of our first brand new fire
station since 1980, located on the Hicks Gate
roundabout with excellent access to the A4
and the Avon Ring Road and becoming fully
operational as a wholetime station on Tuesday
19 April 2016. This extremely impressive
wholetime station serves the communities
of Keynsham and Brislington as well as
supporting areas further afield in Bristol, South
Gloucestershire and Bath; and
• significant progress on our project to redevelop
Temple Fire Station with construction almost
complete and the station due to open in the
late Autumn of 2016.

Our new fire station at Hicks Gate became
operational on Tuesday 19 April 2016.

Each stage of our overall plan implemented so far
was considered in detail by the Fire Authority before approval to proceed was granted, and we have
been keen to ensure that our communities have been kept fully informed throughout.
However, other parts of our overall plan have either changed or been re-assessed owing to various
local and national developments. The government’s drive for closer collaboration between the
emergency services prompted us to look again at our proposals to move our Headquarters to
Keynsham, and after a comprehensive options appraisal and continued discussions with colleagues
in Avon and Somerset Constabulary the Fire Authority committed to co-locate with the police in
Portishead, North Somerset. This option will not only promote closer working between the police
and fire and rescue services and support the government’s ‘One Public Estate’ programme, but will
also see significant reductions in the financial outlay which would be required to build a new singleservice Headquarters complex and we expect to move to Portishead by the summer of 2017.
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Finally, our plans to amalgamate Southmead and Patchway Fire Stations into a new fire station in
the vicinity of the former Filton Airfield are on hold pending greater clarity on the way in which the
area will be re-developed over the coming years. Of particular importance to the location of any new
fire station is the layout of the local road network which ensures that we maintain our response
standards to fires and other emergencies. Until the finer details become clearer, it would be unwise
to firmly commit to any amalgamation although the option is still available should we need to
exercise it in the future.

Mutual aid arrangements
We have developed mutual aid arrangements with our neighbouring fire and rescue authorities
under Sections 13 and 16 of the Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004 and in line with Fire and
Rescue Service Circular 29/2006. Additionally, Avon Fire & Rescue Service is a signatory to the
National Mutual Aid Protocol for Serious Incidents as detailed in Fire and Rescue Service Circular
42/2006.

Health, safety and welfare
One of the strategic objectives detailed in our Corporate Plan 2015/2018 is to continue to ensure
that our staff are well supported and their health, safety and welfare is a priority.
We recognise that fighting fires and responding to other emergency incidents can be dangerous.
It is important to ensure that we consider any operational learning outcomes from other fire and
rescue services across the United Kingdom (and beyond). In order to promote the sharing of
information between key stakeholders on health and safety issues relating to fire and rescue service
operations, training and other related activities we consider:
• statutory advice received under health and safety or other legislation (for example, following
incidents where advice – such as a Prevention of Future Deaths (PFD) report or a Health
and Safety Executive improvement notice – has been issued);
• single-issue or thematic areas of interest (including Internal Audit reviews covering,
for example, the Severn Park Fire & Rescue Training Centre, FireWatch retained payments and
Maintenance of Skills Training); and
• assurance and access to data and information (including the publication of our annual
Performance Report which is considered by the Performance Review and Scrutiny Committee
of the Fire Authority).
Of particular note is an incident which occurred in a house in Bristol in the early hours of Sunday 30
August 2015 which resulted in the tragic death of the occupant. During the course of the inquest
into the death, the Assistant Coroner heard evidence on the circumstances of the death and the
situation which the responding crews found when attending the incident. Whilst commending the
diligence of the attending firefighters and recording a verdict of accidental death, the Assistant
Coroner also decided to issue a PFD report11 to Avon Fire & Rescue Service under Regulations 28
and 29 of The Coroners (Investigations) Regulations 2013 which required us to:
“… disseminate nationally the learning from [the] incident to ensure that other fire officers
and firefighters are aware of the risk of concluding that dust on light fittings can be the cause
of smoke and burning smell in the absence of any positive evidence.”
This recommendation has been discharged through raising awareness of all operational staff
within Avon Fire & Rescue Service by the publication of an internal bulletin – known locally as a
11 Previously known as a ‘Rule 43 Letter’ issued under The Coroners Rules 1984.
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FiRe Alert!12 – detailing the circumstances of the incident and highlighting their vital implications
for our future operational response activities, as well as using the scenario in various operational
training packages starting in the 2016/2017 training year. Given that the learning from this incident
is potentially applicable across all fire and rescue services, our findings and response to the PFD
report were also shared with Chief Fire Officers nationally through the CFOA Communities online
system13.

External operational assurance
Operational Self-Assessment and Fire Peer Challenge
Following the General Election 2010, a new policy landscape emerged with the abolition of the
previous inspection and regulatory regime and the national performance framework, with a shift to
local accountability for performance and self-regulation. This fitted well with the governance of fire
and rescue authorities and the ‘sector-led’ approach to continual improvement.
One of the mechanisms for fire and rescue authorities to challenge their performance is the
Fire Peer Challenge developed jointly by the Local Government Association and CFOA. This
is a voluntary process, usually held every three years, with a small team from other services
reviewing performance against a fire and rescue service’s own Operational Self-Assessment which
we completed and submitted in January 2015.
This was followed by a Fire Peer Challenge held in March 2015 during which an external team –
led by CFO Des Prichard from East Sussex Fire & Rescue Service – spent an intensive four days
in-service looking at all aspects of our operational service delivery and engaging in a range of
meetings, workshops, focus groups and visits. Their findings were presented to the Chair and
political group leaders of the Fire Authority and senior managers from the Service at the end of the
visit and confirmed in their final written report received in June 2015.
We were pleased that the Fire Peer Challenge provided a fair, robust and probing look at the way
in which we operate and that the final report provides a balanced view of our operational service
delivery. It identifies strengths, areas of notable practice and suggests possible actions which we
may like to focus on to deliver ongoing improvements. In particular, we were delighted that the team
recognised the “… overwhelming culture of pride and professionalism amongst staff” and our “…
professional and enthusiastic staff with a real pride in the service”.
For the last 12 months our focus has been on realising the benefit and value of our report and its
conclusions. To help us continue our improvement and development journey, the team grouped its
suggested focus areas into four broad themes:
• leadership at both political and officer level remain committed to providing an effective service
to all local communities across Avon focused on prevention – whilst maintaining protection and
response services to meet community needs;
• that early consideration is given to the continuing impact on public service funding pressures
beyond the current plans to 2017/2018;
• that we continue to refine our performance data collation and benchmark performance against
other fire and rescue services to support continuous improvement; and

12 FiRe Alert! 07/2016 dated Thursday 31 March 2016 refers.
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13 The posting was made to the Chiefs’ Group in the online CFOA Communities on Thursday 31 March 2016 and the Chief
Fire Officer/Chief Executive wrote to Dr Peter Harrowing, Assistant Coroner for the Coroner Area of Avon, on
Wednesday 30 March 2016 to confirm the completion of the actions required in his PFD report.

• Members use opportunities to consider their governance arrangements, including enhancing
the audit and scrutiny function.
These broad themes are broken down into more specific points in our action plan and grouped
according to each of the key assessment areas detailed within the LGA-CFOA Operational
Assessment and Fire Peer Challenge Toolkit. They are not presented as ‘must do’s’ or absolute
requirements, but rather as suggestions which our peer review team believe we might wish to
consider. Some of the actions are relatively quick to implement and good progress has been made,
whilst others involve more fundamental reform and inevitably take longer to carry out.
The action plan itself is a living document and regularly updated to reflect our current position and
further details are available on request by using the general enquiry form under the ‘Contact us’
section of our website at www.avonfire.gov.uk
Incident command review
Following our Fire Peer Challenge in March
2015 and in anticipation of the re-establishment
of an independent inspectorate, the Chief Fire
Officer/Chief Executive also commissioned an
additional assurance review to closely examine
the operational implementation of our incident
command policy.  Our incident command system
is critical to the safety of every operational
response made by the fire and rescue service
irrespective of the type of incident we’re attending,
and it’s therefore seen as a vital and fundamental
element of our safe systems of work.

Staff from OAL observed a major training
excercise during our recent incident
command review.

In February 2016 a team from Operational
Assurance Ltd. – a company specialising in the
independent review of operational service delivery
in the fire and rescue service – spent an intensive
week with Avon Fire & Rescue Service looking at all aspects of our incident command system.
This included our policies, procedures, training, assessment and development as well as attending
live incidents and a large-scale training exercise.
Whilst the review itself was held at the end of the 2015/2016 reporting year, the resulting report
was received in June 2016 and therefore details of our action plan and progress against it will be
included in our next annual Statement of Assurance covering the 2016/2017 financial year.
National Resilience (NR) capability assurance
As well as providing routine services to our communities, Avon Fire & Rescue Service also hosts
a number of specialist assets as part of the country’s national resilience arrangements to respond
to major incidents and natural disasters. This equipment, along with the associated training
provided to our staff, is subject to ongoing audit from the Chief Fire Officers’ Association’s dedicated
National Resilience Assurance Team (NRAT). In 2015/2016, the NRAT undertook assurance reviews
for our high volume pumping (HVP) and urban search and rescue (USAR)14 capabilities
to ensure that Avon Fire & Rescue Service achieves and maintains an efficient, robust and effective
operational capability to respond to national and major emergencies. The overall outcome of the
14 The Year 1 (of a three-year rolling) process was designed to assess all areas in relation to FRS USAR team
preparedness including staffing, mobilising, training, infrastructure, systems and procedures that underpin a team’s
ability to operate in an effective and efficient manner.
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assurance process confirmed that we satisfactorily discharge our statutory duties outlined in the
Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004 and the Fire and Rescue Services (Emergencies) (England)
Order 2007 in relation to our NR capability.
On a more detailed note, the HVP assurance process which took place in February 2016 consisted
of both practical assessments and an examination/validation of a pre-submitted electronic evidence
portfolio and our final report confirmed a high level of conformity with expected national standards.  
Having reviewed and confirmed our assurance submission and practical assessment outcomes,
the NRAT identified just two (out of 14) instances of ‘non-conformity’ within the key areas of focus
and six (out of 25) unsatisfactory outcomes resulting from the practical assessment of key HVP
core skills.  Avon Fire & Rescue Service welcomes the resulting recommendations for improvement
which were progressed in accordance with our action plan and discharged by the agreed deadline of
Thursday 31 March 2016.
The results of the USAR assurance report concluded that as one of 17 USAR-hosting fire and rescue
services, Avon Fire & Rescue Service:
• has clearly defined and effective arrangements in place for USAR preparedness activities;
• has taken the relevant national guidance and policies into account when developing internal
response arrangements (although elements of the USAR Concept of Operations remain to be
implemented across all teams across the country);
• is able to deploy a single USAR unit with the relevant skills and competencies (most teams
also have resilient arrangements in place which are capable of providing ongoing support to
significant regional and national incidents, although future funding arrangements remain a
concern);
• has arrangements in place to provide and maintain personal protective equipment (PPE) and
welfare support functions, including critical incident diffusion/counselling;
• has comprehensive training, development and joint exercise programmes to maintain personnel
competencies and skill sets;
• has effective audit, review and evaluation systems in place to identify performance issues and to
drive team improvement;
• has provided evidence of initiatives to demonstrate effective liaison with other emergency
services, partner agencies and contractors;
• is engaged with raising awareness of the capability both internally and with external agencies; and
• has some identified gaps in our performance (on a national scale, these were mainly in relation to
the provision of search dogs, joint working across three of the four response zones, and provision
of specialist support arrangements).
In addition we have completed two separate national assurance reviews relating to our specialist
counter-terrorism response capability, as follows:
• a single-service fire and rescue service capability assurance questionnaire issued by the Chief
Fire and Rescue Adviser’s Unit in January 2016 and intended to assist in identifying strengths
and areas to develop, inform strategic improvement plans, assess operational performance,
identify and disseminate national notable practice and provide ministerial assurance; and
• phase one of Home Office-led multi-agency assurance questionnaire examining the capability,
capacity and arrangements in place for responding to specific types of terrorist incident across
the emergency services in England, Wales and Scotland.
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Operational staff train with ambulance service colleagues during an excercise at Bristol Airport.

Internal operational assurance
In addition to the independent views provided as part of our external assurance processes, Avon
Fire & Rescue Service also maintains internal arrangements to monitor and review our operational
preparedness. These include:
• specific policies and procedures to audit activity on our operational fire stations;
• monitoring operational performance, including our emergency call handling, mobilisation and
response times to fires and other emergencies;
• active operational monitoring and debriefing during and after emergency incidents to ensure
the use of correct procedures and to capture lessons for future improvement;
• a dedicated operational assurance team responsible for the audit and review
of operational incidents and current procedures developed for the special risk sites within the
Fire Authority area;
• the use of specialist software to manage our crewing, operational training programmes and
staff competencies; and
• an extensive range of operational simulations, command assessments and exercises –
including those held in conjunction with our multi-agency partners and co-ordinated via
the Avon and Somerset Local Resilience Forum training and exercising schedule – to ensure
our staff maintain their knowledge and skills.

Future national developments
Powers for the inspection of fire and rescue authorities (FRAs) are provided for in section 28 of the
Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004. However, the inspection framework provided for in the 2004 Act
is currently dormant. Instead, fire and rescue authorities rely on a system of peer review, whereby an
FRA can commission a Fire Peer Challenge under the framework developed by the LGA and CFOA
(as described on page 18).
In his 2013 report Facing the Future, Sir Ken Knight noted that:
“... the fire and rescue service is out of step with other agencies by not having an independent
inspectorate. As public bodies, fire and rescue authorities are financially audited but an
inspectorate would look more widely at the operational performance and effectiveness of the
service”.
In 2015, the National Audit Office commented in relation to its report Financial Sustainability of Fire
and Rescue Services that:
“Unlike in other emergency services there is no external inspection of fire and rescue authorities.
DCLG15 now relies on local scrutiny – from local councillors, the public, and fire chiefs themselves
– to safeguard service standards and value for money. Councillors can however lack technical
independent support, while a lack of standardised data on response standards makes it hard for
people to compare the performance of their local fire authority with others.
“The Secretary of State has a statutory duty to assure Parliament on the standards of fire and
rescue authorities, but DCLG’s evidence to support these statements is limited. DCLG is almost
entirely reliant on authorities to self-certify they are in compliance with their mandated duties.”
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15 On Tuesday 5 January 2016 the Prime Minister announced a Machinery of Government change transferring
responsibility for fire and rescue policy from the Department for Communities and Local Government to the Home
Office.

To address these concerns the government intends to reintroduce an independent inspection
regime for fire and rescue authorities. Powers for inspection already exist in section 28 of the 2004
Act. However, these powers are limited and rely upon the consent of the fire and rescue authority
to gain access to buildings and information. They also do not include requirements to produce
frameworks for inspection to be approved by – and to respond to specific requests from – the
Secretary of State, to produce reports or limit publication of sensitive information obtained. They
also do not reflect the changing governance of fire and rescue authorities where proposals in the
Policing and Crime Bill (‘the Bill’) foresee a greater role for Police and Crime Commissioners (PCCs)
acting as fire and rescue authorities.
In her speech at Reform on Tuesday 24 May 2016, the then Home Secretary the Rt. Hon. Theresa
May MP announced her intention of creating a robust inspection framework for fire and rescue.
She said:
“To help fire and rescue authorities and PCCs hold their service to account and to drive closer
scrutiny by taxpayers and communities, I intend to bring forward proposals to establish a
rigorous and independent inspection regime for fire and rescue in England. I will shortly table
amendments to the Policing and Crime Bill to strengthen the inspection powers in the Fire and
Rescue Services Act 2004 to put beyond doubt the powers of fire inspectors to enter premises
and access information, and to ensure the government has the power to commission inspections
of particular issues or fire and rescue services. Because it is only by understanding problems and
holding services accountable that we can begin to fix them.”
The Bill proposes a number of amendments to Section 28 of the Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004
to provide for a new independent inspection regime. These address a number of issues, including:
• greater transparency in inspection arrangements and reporting – including the creation of a new
post of Chief Fire and Rescue Inspector;
• greater powers for fire and rescue inspectors;
• working collaboratively with other public sector bodies; and
• inspection arrangements where a PCC has responsibility for fire and rescue.
So what does all this mean for communities seeking assurance on the performance of their local
fire and rescue service? For now, Avon Fire & Rescue Service has a current Fire Peer Challenge
report and we remain committed to working on our action plan to ensure continual improvement as
we move forward. National developments are moving extremely quickly and it’s not yet certain what
effect, if any, the re-establishment of an independent inspectorate for the fire and rescue service will
have on the future of the LGA-CFOA Fire Peer Challenge process. Given that the aim of a peer review
is forward looking sector-led improvement rather than reflective scrutiny of past performance, it’s
possible that the two may exist in parallel but the detail remains to be seen. What is certain is that
the delivery of local fire and rescue services to our communities will remain effective, efficient and
economical and can be relied upon by the public when needed.

Our future plans
While further cuts in public sector funding will see a 21% reduction in government grant in the four
years to 2020, the Fire Authority has agreed ‘in principle’ to a 2% per year increase in its council
tax precept during the same period so we have a firmer medium term financial plan on which
to base our future strategy. The current uncertainties in the national political landscape caused
by the recent decision to leave the European Union, the change of key figures in the government
(including the Prime Minister and Chancellor of the Exchequer), the decision to abandon the plan to
eliminate the deficit in public finances by 2020 and the potential changes in local governance and
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accountability of the fire and rescue service all have an impact on our ability to produce accurate
forecasts and plan diligently for the future.
With that said, we have worked hard to develop a set of proposals which – if approved – will find the
savings we have to make on top of those we’ve already found as part of our Investing for the Future
programme. These proposals are fully detailed in our new IRMP but in summary include:
• relocating our Headquarters function to co-locate with the police at their Headquarters in
Portishead;
• either selling or leasing our current Headquarters site at Temple Back to maximise the income
from the land;
• using some of the capital receipts from the sale of the existing Headquarters site and the former
Keynsham Fire Station (now replaced by the new Hicks Gate Fire Station) to repay prudential
borrowing, but also putting some of the receipts towards a new ‘Re-investing for the Future’
programme which will see investment into existing premises including Bath, Yate, Patchway,
Southmead and Weston-super-Mare fire stations whilst protecting our existing response
standards;
• considering whether relocating stations to new sites, disposing of current sites and – at the
same time – considering whether sharing any premises with other partners is cost effective,
viable or beneficial to Avon Fire & Rescue Service;
• introducing changes to operational capacity including:
• trialling alternate crewing of our specialist turntable ladders at Bath, Bedminster and Westonsuper-Mare and introducing a similar method of crewing for our heavy rescue tender at
Avonmouth;
• changing the crewing model at Yate Fire Station from wholetime to day crewing, but
maintaining fire cover using on-call staff during the night;
• bringing our urban search and rescue (USAR) team into the wholetime establishment to make
better use of our resources and the grant received from the government for our National
Resilience assets; and
• restructuring our Service Delivery Directorate to implement areas for improvement highlighted
by the Fire Peer Challenge and operational assurance review of incident command, as well as
using our day duty operational staff to their maximum effect.
This work – alongside the action plans from our Fire Peer Challenge and operational assurance
review of incident command – will form the basis upon which we will continue to develop and refine
the services we provide to improve public safety through preventing, protecting and responding.
In line with our existing approach, we will continue to work harmoniously with staff-side
representative bodies as we introduce inevitable changes to our service and build on our excellent
industrial relations with the trade unions.
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Glossary
Abbreviation

Meaning

AGCE

Audit, Governance and Ethics Committee

CFO / CE

Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive

CFOA

Chief Fire Officers’ Association

CIPFA

Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy

DCLG

Department for Communities and Local Government

FRA

Fire and Rescue Authority

GPC

General Purposes Commitee

HVP

High Volume Pump(ing)

IRMP

Integrated Risk Management Plan

LGA

Local Government Association

MOST

Maintenance of Skills Training

NAO

National Audit Office

NR

National Resilience

NRAT

National Resilience Assurance Team

PCC

Police and Crime Commisioner

PESTELO

Political, environmental, sociological, technological, economic, legal
and organisational

PFD

Prevention of Future Deaths

PSIAS

Public Sector Internal Audit Standards

SOLACE

Society of Local Authority Chief Executives and Senior Managers

USAR
Produced by:

Urban Search and Rescue
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Annex A
Compliance with the Fire and Rescue National Framework for England
For completeness, each IRMP requirement detailed in the Fire and Rescue National Framework for
England is set out below in compliance with the suggested good practice included in the Report by
the Home Secretary on Fire and Rescue Authorities’ progress with the Fire and Rescue National
Framework for England16.

National Framework
requirement

Sources of evidence to demonstrate
compliance

Paragraph 1.3
Each fire and rescue authority
must produce an integrated risk
management plan that identifies
and assesses all foreseeable fire
and rescue-related risks that could
affect its community, including
those of a cross-border and/or
national nature. The plan must
have regard to the community
risk registers produced by Local
Resilience Forums and any other
local risk analyses as appropriate.

• The Fire Authority’s IRMP 2012/2015 was in force
during the period covered by this Statement of
Assurance – available on our public website at
http://www.avonfire.gov.uk/fire-authority-home
• The IRMP contains an area risk profile including a
risk analysis of our four constituent unitary authority
areas.
• Preparatory work for our forthcoming 2016/2020
IRMP has included a much wider area risk analysis
including specific and generic local operational
risks (including those identified in the Avon &
Somerset Local Resilience Forum Community Risk
Register), our element of nationally defined risk (for
example, flooding and terrorism as defined in the
latest National Risk Register) as well as corporate
/ organisational risks such as financial and political
developments.  This assessment was based on a
PESTELO  analysis and was acknowledged as a “…
comprehensive thought process to develop the next
IRMP” in our 2015 Fire Peer Challenge report.

16 “The Home Secretary is satisfied that all are compliant [with the National Framework], however there were some areas
where practice could be strengthened and the Home Office will liaise with fire and rescue authorities to explore where
further guidance in relation to this would be valuable. These include … a table of the requirements of the National
Framework with references to evidence showing how each requirement was met.”
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National Framework
requirement

Sources of evidence to demonstrate
compliance

Paragraph 1.10
Each fire and rescue authority
integrated risk management plan
must:
• demonstrate how prevention,
protection and response
activities will best be used to
mitigate the impact of risk
on communities, through
authorities working either
individually or collectively, in a
cost effective way; and
• set out its management strategy
and risk-based programme
for enforcing the provisions
of the Regulatory Reform
(Fire Safety) Order 2005 in
accordance with the principles
of better regulation set out in the
Statutory Code of Compliance
for Regulators17,18 and the
Enforcement Concordat.

• The Fire Authority’s IRMP 2012/2015 was in force
during the period covered by this Statement of
Assurance – available on our public website at
http://www.avonfire.gov.uk/fire-authority-home
• Operational Response Strategy 2014-2017
• Community Risk Reduction Strategy 2014-2017
• Learning and Development Strategy 2016-2020
• Corporate Health and Safety Strategy 2015-2018
• Mobilisation Policy
• Operational Self-Assessment (V2.0 – January 2015)
• Collaboration with other emergency services through
the strategic South West Emergency Services’ Forum.
Risk-based fire safety enforcement programme
• Avon Fire Authority’s Enforcement Policy is available
on our public website at http://www.avonfire.gov.
uk/business-safety/enforcement-policy-and-publicregister
• Our new revised risk-based inspection policy has
completed the last of the Technical Fire Safety
actions resulting from our 2015 Fire Peer Challenge
action plan.
• Policies take account of the Regulators’ Code and the
Enforcement Concordat.

17
18

17 The Regulators’ Code came into statutory effect on Sunday 6 April 2014 under the Legislative and Regulatory
Reform Act 2006, replacing the Regulators’ Compliance Code.  It is issued by the Better Regulation Delivery Office
of the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills and provides a clear, flexible and principles-based framework
for how regulators should engage with those they regulate.
Nearly all non-economic regulators, including local authorities and fire and rescue authorities, must have regard
to it when developing policies and procedures that guide their regulatory activities.
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18 See also The Legislative and Regulatory Reform (Regulatory Functions) Order 2007, Schedule 1, Part 3 – public
health and safety.

National Framework
requirement

Sources of evidence to demonstrate
compliance

Paragraph 1.11
Fire and rescue authorities must
make provision to respond to
incidents such as fires, road traffic
accidents and emergencies within
their area and in other areas in line
with their mutual aid agreements
and reflect this in their integrated
risk management plans.

• Operational Response Strategy 2014-2017
• Mobilisation Policy
• Section 6: Response in Operational Self-Assessment
(V2.0 – January 2015)
Mutual aid agreements
Avon Fire Authority has formal signed mutual aid
agreements with our neighbouring fire and rescue
services under Sections 13 and 16 of the Fire and
Rescue Services Act 2004 using nationally published
templates published in Fire and Rescue Service Circular
29/2006, as follows:
• Gloucestershire Fire Authority (dated Friday
11 October 2013)
• Devon and Somerset Fire Authority (dated Thursday
1 July 2010)
• South Wales Fire & Rescue Service (dated Sunday
1 March 2009)
• Wiltshire and Swindon Fire Authority (dated Monday
1 December 2008)19
Avon Fire Authority is also a signatory to the National
Mutual Aid Protocol for Serious Incidents as detailed in
Fire and Rescue Service Circular 42/2006 (signed on
Thursday 10 August 2006).
Bristol City Council’s Internal Audit Service also
conducted an audit on service planning in the spring of
2016.  The report (dated July 2016) noted that the draft
IRMP 2016/2020 did not, at the time, include reference
to our mutual aid agreements with neighbouring fire
authorities as required by the National Framework but
confirmed that plans were already in hand to ensure that
they were included in the final version of the new IRMP.

19

19 Note that Dorset Fire & Rescue Service merged with Wiltshire Fire & Rescue Service to create the new Dorset and
Wiltshire Fire & Rescue Service on Friday 1 April 2016.  The combined service is run by the new Dorset and Wiltshire
Fire and Rescue Authority.
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National Framework
requirement

Sources of evidence to demonstrate
compliance

Paragraph 2.3
Each fire and rescue authority
integrated risk management plan
must:
• be easily accessible and publicly
available;
• reflect effective consultation
throughout its development
and at all review stages with
the community, its workforce
and representative bodies, and
partners;
• cover at least a three year time
span and be reviewed as often
as it is necessary to ensure that
fire and rescue authorities are
able to deliver the requirements
set out in this Framework; and
• reflect up-to-date analyses and
the evaluation of service delivery
outcomes.

• Our IRMP is designed and produced in consultation
with our Corporate Communication Department and
Equallities Team to ensure public accessibility and
availability in alternative languages and formats if
required. Compliance with the corporate style guide is
checked during the pre-approval process.
• It is published on our website at
http://www.avonfire.gov.uk/fire-authority-home
• Reports summarising community involvement
produced by Avril Baker Consultancy in April 2014 for:
(a) Kingswood and Speedwell Fire Stations; and (b)
Hicks Gate Fire Station.
• The IRMP in force during the period covered by this
Statement of Assurance covered between 2012 and
2015. It was refreshed and updated with a new action
plan in 2013.
• Our next IRMP will cover a longer period between
2016 and 2020 to take into account fixed term
parliaments at the national level, the local electrical
cycle and to help align various business planning
cycles as recommended by Internal Audit.

Paragraph 3.2
Fire and rescue authorities must
provide assurance on financial,
governance and operational
matters and show how they have
had due regard to the expectations
set out in their integrated risk
management plan and the
requirements included in this
Framework. To provide assurance,
fire and rescue authorities must
publish an annual statement of
assurance.
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• Annual Statements of Assurance have been
produced in line with central government guidance
and approved for publication by the Fire Authority as
follows:
• 2012/2013 – approved at the Fire Authority meeting
held on Friday 13 December 2013
• 2013/2014 – approved at the Fire Authority meeting
held on Friday 12 December 2014
• 2014/2015 – approved at the Fire Authority meeting
held on Friday 18 December 2015
• Our current annual Statement of Assurance is
published in the ‘Corporate Governance & Assurance’
section of our public website at
http://www.avonfire.gov.uk/documents/
category/158-corporate-governance-assurance

National Framework requirement

Sources of evidence to
demonstrate compliance

Addendum on firefighter fitness (published December 2014)

Each fire and rescue authority must:
• have a process of fitness assessment and
development to ensure that operational
personnel are enabled to maintain the
standards of personal fitness required in
order to perform their role safely;
• ensure that no individual will automatically
face dismissal if they fall below the
standards required and cannot be deployed
operationally;
• ensure that all operational personnel will be
provided with support to maintain their levels
of fitness for the duration of their career;
• consider where operational personnel have
fallen below the fitness standards required
whether an individual is able to continue on
full operational duties or should be stood
down, taking into account the advice provided
by the authority’s occupational health
provider. In making this decision, the safety
and well-being of the individual will be the key
issue;

The Health & Fitness Policy contains
the elements listed, including fitness
assessment and support.  
The Authority has established processes
to provide support to operational personnel
who experience difficulties in meeting
the required fitness standards.  This
includes a Reasonable Adjustment Panel
which assesses if additional support and
adjustments can be provided to assist the
employee in meeting the required standards
and remaining operational.  
In exceptional cases, when alternative
options have been exhausted, the Authority
would enact the ill health retirement
process (in accordance with the relevant
pension regulations) or a health capability
process.  
The Authority has an occupational health
contract which provides advice to enable
the appropriate support and management
of firefighter fitness.

• commit to providing a minimum of 6 months
of development and support to enable
individuals who have fallen below the required
fitness standards to regain the necessary
levels of fitness;
• refer an individual to occupational health
where underlying medical reasons are
identified that restrict/prevent someone from
achieving the necessary fitness and
• that individual must receive the necessary
support to facilitate a return to operational
duties; and
• fully explore opportunities to enable the
individual to remain in employment including
through reasonable adjustment and
redeployment in role where it appears the
medical condition does not allow a return to
operational duties.
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AVON FIRE AUTHORITY
MEETING:

AVON FIRE AUTHORITY

MEETING DATE:

30 SEPTEMBER 2016

REPORT OF:

CHIEF FIRE OFFICER / CHIEF EXECUTIVE

SUBJECT:

SERVICE DELIVERY – RISK REDUCTION UPDATE

SUMMARY
This report highlights the work of the Risk Reduction Department, within the
context of the Fire & Rescue Services Act 2004 and the National Fire & Rescue
Framework (July 2012) and the Fire Authority’s educational engagement
programme with young people in mainstream education which also includes road
safety. The report also provides Members with information regarding the various
campaigns and events the Service has been involved with which links to the
National FireKills agenda.
In addition, the report will highlight the work being undertaken in regard to our
Fire Setter Intervention Programme, Fire Investigation and Technical Fire Safety.
RECOMMENDATION
•

To note the report

BACKGROUND
The Fire & Rescue Service Act 2004, Section 6, places a responsibility on the
Fire Authority to provide the community with information and advice on
prevention and protection. As well as working in partnership with other agencies
to work towards a common aim to make the community a safer place to live, work
and visit.
The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 replaced most fire safety
legislation with one order. These fire safety rules affecting all non-domestic
premises in England and Wales came into force on 1 October 2006. It meant that
any person who had some level of control in premises must take steps to reduce
the risk from fire, consider how to contain a fire should one break out and then
make sure people could safely escape if there is a fire. Fire Authorities no longer
issue fire certificates and those previously in force have no legal status any more.
The Community Risk Reduction Strategy 2014 to 2017 ensures that the Fire
Authority continues to significantly reduce the number of people killed and injured
in fires, road traffic collisions and other emergencies. This strategy provides the 4
themes where the Fire Authority will work in partnership with the Police, Local
1

Authorities, social care providers, public health organisations, voluntary and third
sector organisations and other key services on areas that are mutually beneficial.
Our Community Risk Reduction Strategy has been designed to translate the
framework of expectations laid out in the relevant legislation and guidance
documents into appropriate action. This will ensure an integrated approach to the
delivery of our services and further underpins the Fire Authority’s corporate
planning process. It also ensures that we meet the expectations and needs of all
our partner agencies and communities.
This strategy is also designed to support and compliment national and local
strategic plans. It is underpinned by robust action plans, along with the requisite
scrutiny and monitoring processes, to ensure that we deliver the strategy
effectively. Above all, our Community Risk Reduction Strategy will ensure that,
wherever possible, we place prevention before response, as the most effective
means of reducing risk in the communities we serve and ensure that every
contact counts.
Work Update
Children and Young People (CYP)
What we have done in this reporting period
The team have been working on arson educational package and tweaking the
CHIPS programme prior to its roll out.
The Firesetters Scheme review is continuing and all of our advisors have now
been consulted and their input/concerns/suggestions collated.
The schools that we will prioritise for our fire and water safety messages have
been identified and will be circulated to watches prior to the start of the 2016/17
academic year.
Since June, we have received 30 safeguarding alerts for both adults and children
and the teams have been working hard to follow up these with the relevant
authority teams and signpost to the appropriate agencies where necessary. This
is a new process and we are really pleased at how it is functioning to date and
the number of alerts coming through from crews.
Vulnerable Adults
What we have done in this reporting period
Following our change of supplier for our smoke detectors to Fireblitz all of our
whole time stations now use these products and RDS stations will have changed
over by November. Recent Home Office league tables with regards to cost per
unit show that, along with Devon and Somerset, we pay the least of all English
and Welsh Fire and Rescue Services.
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The project team for the quality assurance of our delivery of Home Fire Safety
Visits is working towards the beginning of the process for November. This
assurance will allow us to support and develop operational crews in their delivery
of the visits and ensure that we effectively reach the most vulnerable.
We have currently 2 vacancies for Community Safety Workers these are to be
advertised and filled during September.
As an example of our success in ensuring vulnerable people can be safer,
operational crews recently referred an 88 year old lady to the Vulnerable Adults
team as they recognised that she required more help than that provided by our
standard visit. As a result of the referral by the crew the team was able to
discuss the lady with 5 other agencies and ensure that she was receiving
assistance from our partners as well as providing her with an enhanced Level 2
Home Fire Safety Visit.
Community Safety Statistics
During the reporting period the Community Safety team and operational crews
have carried out the following community related activities:
Educational packages:
Activity
Early Years Education
Key Stage 1 Education
Key Stage 3 Education
Key Stage 4 Education
Road Safety
Further Education

Quantity
6
8
1
0
0
0

YTD
21
48
8
1
10
1

(Our school education packages are designed to be delivered as part of the
school curriculum and at a time that each school considers it will have the most
impact with the students.)
Community Interventions:
Activity
On Station
Off Station
Home Fire Safety:
Activity
HFSV
HFSV (on our behalf)
Quick Jobs

Quantity
18
70

Quantity
900
49
1734

YTD
88
143

YTD
2929
399
4345

(Quick Jobs include literature delivered, doorstep advice and fire safety talks)
Partnerships and Community Engagement
What we have done in this reporting period
3

Staff from the Risk Reduction Department work with key partner agencies
particularly in the field of Health & Social Care in order to reduce the risk of fire to
our vulnerable residents. Various agencies are enabled to “refer” vulnerable
clients to AF&RS for Home Fire Safety Visits. Over recent years such targeted
referrals have grown considerably and during the period 1July to 24 August 2016,
some 572 such referrals were received.
During our HFSV review we completed a “costing” exercise in order to ascertain
the cost involved in generating referrals from partner agencies. This identified
that each referral costs an overall average of 0.74p (not including human
resources) which represents significant value for money.
In further recognising the value of this area of work we have recently appointed a
Vulnerable Adults Referral Advocate whose main focus is to expand the range of
agencies we work with in this manner in order to generate further referrals for
vulnerable people and further reduce risk to our communities. This is a temporary
post and outcomes will be evaluated within 12 months.
We are participating in a pilot (June – Sept) First Contact Scheme whereby
vulnerable people can be signposted to range of supportive services by any
agency during home visits. Initially our 4 Community Safety Workers will be
involved and if successful it is envisaged this will rolled out to all operational staff
in Bristol.
South Gloucestershire’s First Contact scheme is also to be re-energised with our
South Gloucestershire Operational staff being able to sign post vulnerable people
to supportive services. This is likely to commence in Sept/Oct.
Discussions have taken place with Western Power Distribution to enable us to
target our HFSV service at vulnerable people on their Priority Services Register.
Initial soundings have been positive and will be further reported on as the project
develops.
Technical Fire Safety (TFS)
What we have done in this reporting period
Activity
Fire Safety Audit
Licensing
Operational FS Checks
Building Regulations
Enforcement Notices
Prohibitions Notices
Alterations Notices

08/07 – 25/08
127
69
6
181
6
2
1

YTD (01/04 –25/08)
351
159
56
506
15
8 in force
5
41 in force
1
24 in force

Members of the team visited London Fire Brigade to talk through the proposed
cross laminate timber buildings proposed for Bristol and London. This is a new
type of building for this country which involves laminate timber pods stacked on
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top of each other. The Fire Authority will be working closely with London to
ensure consistency as it is the same developer for both buildings.
The Fire Authority formally entered into a partnership as the Primary Authority
with Unite from 1 August 2016. The lead officer and will work with Unite for the
benefit of both parties. There will be opportunities to explore other work across
Risk Reduction agenda with this partnership regarding student safety.
The team will be supporting business safety week which is being held between 5
-11 September. Officers will be visiting takeaways, cafes and restaurants in the
Park Street, Clifton and Whiteladies Road area focussing on kitchen safety and
the importance of cleaning extraction systems. This is due to a number of
incidents related to this. They will also be visiting the shopping centres in Bath,
Bristol and Weston-super-Mare to audit the premises and promote the
importance of maintaining escape routes in the lead up to the Christmas period.
Yate Shopping Centre is being visited in November. 2 of the team will also be
speaking to business owners at South Gate in Bath and Cabot Circus in Bristol at
their annual meeting.
Prosecutions Update
Bengal Raj Indian Restaurant, Weston-Super-Mare
The premises were an Indian restaurant with sleeping accommodation above.
Due to failures under the Fire Safety Order and issues with escape routes and
poor compartmentation a Prohibition Notice was served. This notice was
breached on two occasions. At Weston-super-Mare Magistrates Court on 7 June
2016, Mr Alam (the responsible person) pleaded guilty to 6 charges including the
breaches of the Prohibition Notice. On 29 July 2016 at Bristol Crown Court Mr
Alam was sentenced to 6 months in prison and ordered to pay £1,500 towards
the costs.
Restaurant, Bristol City Centre
Following a fire on 17 March 2015 the Incident Commander asked for members
of the TFS team to attend where they observed various breaches under the fire
safety order. They found a lack of fire separation in the premises, there was
evidence of beds in the store rooms off the kitchen and the escape routes were
unsafe. The fire alarm and detection system was also not working with tin foil and
paper over the smoke detectors. On 11 August 2016 the responsible person
pleaded guilty to 6 charges under the Fire Safety Order. He will be sentenced at
Bristol Crown Court on 15 September 2016.
Commercial premises, Brislington
In October 2014 crews responded to alarms at the premises. At the time crews
were uncomfortable with some of the fire safety measures they found. The
premises are known to TFS from a previous issuing of a Prohibition Notice on
another part of the premises.
TFS inspected the following day and found numerous failings under the Fire
Safety Order and served an additional Prohibition Notice on another part of the
building. As part of the investigations the company directors were invited in for
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interview. No responses were received and they have not once responded to any
questions or letters. Investigations continued and the case was due for its initial
hearing. In May of this year crews again responded to alarms at the premises.
Again knowing there was a Prohibition Notice on the premises they observed
direct breaches. The TFS Manager responded and confirmed the breach.
At the hearing on 9 June 2016 at Bristol Magistrates’ Court the owners of the two
companies pleaded guilty to numerous offences. They did however plead not
guilty to the breach of the Prohibition Notices. On 22 August 2016 at a pre-trial
hearing at Bristol Crown Court the companies collectively pleaded guilty to a
further three offences. These included the breaches of the Prohibition Notice.
They are due to be sentenced on 14 October 2016. Due to the size of the
company sentencing guidelines suggests the starting point for any fine is
£250,000.
CONSIDERATIONS
LEGISLATION
Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004
Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005
CONTRIBUTION TO KEY POLICY PRIORITIES
These Community Safety work programmes contribute to reducing fire, injuries
and deaths linked to strategic aim 1 – making the Avon area safer by preventing
and responding.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATION
All resources will be designed to a high standard within a restricted budget and
minimal running cost to maintain the products as they stand. Future investment
will be required to insure that all materials are up to date.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
None.
EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS
The education programmes have been designed to be used within mainstream
education and the impact assessment reflected this, ensuring that the
programme is accessible to all this group of young people. Work is continuing to
develop an amended programme that will produce resources to embrace Special
Educational Needs.
CORPORATE RISK ASSESSMENT
With the size of the Community Safety Team being reduced and the increased
use of operational staff to deliver the programme, there is an increased risk of not
being able to deliver the programme as arranged, due to operational
commitments on the day. There is a possibility that sections of the identified
groups in need will not receive the education. This may well be reflected in the
outcomes of the programme being met.
ENVIRONMENTAL/SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS
6

The impact on the environment has been keep to a minimum by using local
resources to deliver the programme in schools, the negative impact, is that the
vehicles being used are not the most efficient. The programme has been
designed with a built in developmental feedback loop, along with a quality
assurance support process this will insure that the material being used is always
current and learner centred.
HEALTH & SAFETY IMPLICATIONS
Risk assessments have been completed for all activities.

List of background documents:
None
Report Contacts:
Lorraine Houghton, Temporary Deputy Chief Officer, Director of Service Delivery
(Ext. 234)
Rob Davis, Assistant Chief Fire Officer, Risk Reduction - Service Delivery (Ext.
234)
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SUMMARY
This report focuses on the fires and incidents of interest to Members in July and August
2016.
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•

To note the report.
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DETAIL
1.

Incidents of note in July

Fire tackled at takeaway chicken shop
Monday 4 July
20.59hrs Stapleton Road, Eastville, Bristol
Firefighters in breathing apparatus used hose reels and foam to tackle a fire involving
the fryer in a takeaway restaurant.
Three fire engines from Temple and Kingswood fire stations were called after the fire
broke out in the kitchen of the ground floor restaurant. No one was injured, however
extensive damage was caused to the takeaway chicken business.
The actions of firefighters were successful in preventing the fire spreading to living
accommodation above the restaurant. Although the floors above were affected by
smoke this was cleared using a positive pressure ventilation fan.

The fire is believed to have started accidentally in the fryer.
The incident followed a previous fire at the business in April 2014. During that fire, due
to inadequate compartmentation smoke was able to spread to living accommodation
above, severely compromising the means of escape.
Officers from Technical Fire Safety (TFS) prohibited the use of sleeping accommodation
until adequate fire safety provisions, including increased compartmentation, were put in
place.
During the most recent fire the increased compartmentation that had been insisted upon
by TFS ensured that all occupants were able to safely escape the premises before the
escape routes could be compromised.
Crews tackle fire at car garage
Thursday 7 July
12.19hrs Lower Redland Road, Bristol
Crews were called to a fire involving a garage and vehicle workshop in Bristol.
Four fire engines and around 20 firefighters attended the incident where crews in
breathing apparatus used hose reels and jets to tackle the fire. The blaze involved a
number of vehicles as well as the garage itself. More than 30 calls were received by the
Service reporting the incident.
Four people were treated at the scene for the effects of smoke inhalation and one was
taken to hospital as a precaution.
The fire is believed to have started accidently.
Man trapped by mud rescued in Weston
Wednesday 13 July
11.37hrs Totterdown Road, Uphill, Weston-super-Mare
Crews were called to reports of a casualty trapped in Totterdown Road in the Uphill area
of Weston-super-Mare.
When firefighters arrived they found the 29 year old male trapped up to his waist in mud
and water.
A safety cordon was put up and crews used specialist equipment to rescue the man who
sustained no injuries but was conveyed to hospital.
Shirehampton mud rescue
Sunday 17 July
03.20hrs Station Road, Shirehampton

Crews were called to reports of a man stuck in mud up to his chest by in Shirehampton.
Crews set up lighting and the casualty was fitted with a floatation device. Firefighters
worked with the Police and HM Coastguard and the lifeboat from Portishead.
Crews used sand lances and an inflatable walkway to rescue the man who was
conveyed to hospital.
Disposable barbeque causes grass fire in Weston
Monday 18 July
18.26hrs Baytree Road, Worle, Weston-super-Mare
Firefighters were called to a small grass fire in which is thought to have started
accidentally as a result of a barbeque being placed on grass.
Firefighters from Weston-super-Mare used an aqua pack to extinguish the fire.
Kitchen fire in Thornbury public house
Tuesday 19 July
18.38hrs Milbury Heath, Thornbury
Crews were called to a fire in the kitchen of a building used as a public house in.
Firefighters in breathing apparatus used two high pressure high reels to tackle the fire. A
ventilation fan was also used to clear the property of smoke.
One 48-year-old woman was treated on scene for the effects of smoke inhalation by the
ambulance service. The fire thought to have started accidentally.
Fire in Nailsea storage container
Tuesday 19 July
20.55hrs North Street, Nailsea
Crews were called to a fire in a cold meat storage container at the side of a building.
Firefighters used a CO2 extinguisher to tackle the fire which destroyed the container
The fire is thought to have started accidentally.
Fire tackled in four storey block of flats
Tuesday 26 July
08.41hrs Highett Drive, Easton, Bristol
Firefighters have tackled a fire involving a flat in a four storey block.

Seven fire engines as well as a turntable ladder and command units were sent to the
scene following reports of the blaze in the maisonette. The fire is believed to have been
contained to one flat and the roof void above.
Teams of firefighters in breathing apparatus used high pressure hose reels and jets to
bring the fire under control. The turntable ladder was used to monitor the incident from
above as crews tackled the fire in the roof void.
Local residents were advised to close their windows and doors as crews tackled the fire;
a nearby children’s play park was also closed.
No one was injured in the fire.
Hovercraft used to help exhausted walkers
Tuesday 26 July
15.48hrs Beach Road, Weston-super-Mare
Two people were helped to safety by firefighters on a hovercraft after becoming
exhausted while walking in Weston-super-Mare.
The man and the woman, both aged in their 60s, had been walking on the beach around
100 yards out from the shore between the Grand Pier and the Tropicana.
Unable to make their way back to the seafront the alarm was raised and a rescue
hovercraft from Weston-super-Mare Fire Station was mobilised.
Firefighters were able to quickly locate the two people, who were then brought back to
the seafront. They were tired, but otherwise unhurt.
Firefighters called to lorry fire in Clutton
Tuesday 26 July
15.56hrs A37 Clutton
Fire crews have tackled a fire involving a lorry carrying scrap vehicles.
Five fire engines and a turntable ladder were called to the incident on the A37 at Clutton
where crews found the lorry’s load well alight.
Firefighters in breathing apparatus used hose reels, water jets and foam to extinguish
the fire. Once the fire was out the scrap vehicles were removed from the lorry and
transported away from the scene.
The A37 was closed in both directions while the incident was dealt with, but the road
was reopened by 21.30hrs No one was injured in the incident.
Two treated for smoke inhalation following fire
Tuesday 26 July

23.33hrs Station Road, Wickwar
Two people were treated for the effects of smoke inhalation after a fire broke out in a
house.
Three fire engines from Yate and Kingswood were joined by a fourth from
Gloucestershire Fire & Rescue Service after the blaze was reported at the two storey
home.
Firefighters in breathing apparatus used high pressure hose reels and jets to tackle the
fire on the first floor. The fire is thought to have started accidentally in a sauna room.
Fire and heat damage was caused throughout the first floor.
Two people were in the house at the time of the fire, but both had managed to escape
by the time crews arrived. They were treated by paramedics for the effects of smoke
inhalation, but both were discharged at the scene.
Café damaged by kitchen fire
Tuesday 26 July
18.18hrs Gloucester Road, Horfield, Bristol
Four fire engines were called in to deal with a fire in the kitchen of a café.
Crews from Temple, Southmead, Patchway and Bedminster fire stations tackled the fire
which started accidentally in the ground floor business. Two firefighters in breathing
apparatus used a high pressure hose reel to bring the fire under control.
All staff of the café had evacuated safely before the arrival of crews, however one man
in his 30s was treated on the scene for the effects of smoke inhalation.
Flats above the business were also evacuated, although crews were successful in
preventing the fire from spreading beyond the café.
2.

Incidents of note in August

Tyre fire tackled by firefighters
Monday 1 August
11.40hrs Tortworth Road, Tortworth
Crews from seven fire engines dealt with a fire involving a large quantity of tyres.
The Service was alerted to the blaze involving around 150 tyres at a farm close to the
M5 motorway. Smoke was visible from the road as well as the nearby Michaelwood
Services.

Crews from five fire engines from Avon Fire & Rescue Service and two from
Gloucestershire Fire & Rescue Service used high pressure hose reels and water jets to
bring the fire under control.
Woman rescued after motorhome leaves motorway
Thursday 11 August
12.53hrs M5 Motorway, northbound junctions 15 to 14
A lady was assisted from her vehicle by firefighters after the motorhome she was
travelling in left the motorway.
Three crews from Patchway, Bedminster and Temple were called to the incident where
the vehicle was on its side in a ditch.
Two people who had been travelling in the vehicle managed to get out before crews
arrived, however the third, a woman aged in her 70s was unable to escape. Once on
scene crews made the vehicle safe before assisting her to safety. She was then taken to
hospital.
Farm shop fire in Washingpool
Saturday 13 August
03.52hrs Washingpool, Main Road, Easter Compton, Almondsbury
Crews were called to a fire involving a building used as a farm shop in Washingpool
which was well alight when they arrived and was already affecting a nearby building
containing machinery.
Six fire engines and a turntable ladder were called to the incident. Firefighters in
breathing apparatus used high pressure hose reels and jets to tackle the fire.
Crews remained on scene for a number of hours damping down.The fire is thought to
have been started deliberately.
Severe fire at Weston football club
Monday 15 August
17.20hrs Coleridge Road, Weston-super-Mare
Crews were called to a serious fire in a derelict building at a sports and social club.
When firefighters arrived the building was well alight and had already spread to the roof.
Six crews attended the incident and two crews remained on scene damping down until
the fire was fully extinguished at 12.00hrs on Tuesday 16 August.
The fire severely damaged the structure of the building and was thought to have been
started deliberately.

Flat fire in Stapleton
Thursday 18 August
04.42hrs, College Court, Glaisdale Road, Stapleton
A number of calls were received to report a flat fire in a three storey building.
When crews arrived the flat was well alight and one female was rescued from the flat by
fire crews. All persons were accounted for and no one was injured.
Firefighters in breathing apparatus used two high pressure hose reels and one water jet
to tackle the fire.
A ventilation fan was also used to clear the property of smoke however there was
extensive damage to the flat.
Bedminster mud rescue
Thursday 18 August
22.26hrs Gaol Bridge and Vauxhall Bridge, Coronation Road, Bedminster
Firefighters were called to reports of a 48-year-old male trapped in mud between Gaol
Bridge and Vauxhall Bridge.
Crews used the turntable ladder to set up lighting so the man could be located. The swift
water rescue team then used a mud raft to rescue the man. The casualty was treated on
scene by paramedics. Coronation Road was closed in both directions.
Seven cars involved in Easton fire
Sunday 21 August
05.08hrs Chelsea Park, Easton
Multiple calls were received to report a fire in Chelsea Park in Easton involving several
vehicles.
When crews arrived they found that the fire was affecting seven cars. Firefighters in
breathing apparatus used two high pressure hose reels to tackle the fire.
It is thought the fire was started deliberately.
Crews called to fire at 11th floor flat
Tuesday 23 August
18.54hrs Easton Road, Easton, Bristol
Firefighters were called to reports of fire in the kitchen in an 11th floor flat.

Four fire engines and a turntable ladder were sent from stations at Temple, Kingswood,
Hicks Gate and Bedminster. Once on scene crews made their way to the 11th floor
where they found smoke affecting one flat.
The fire which had affected a kettle was found to be out, however it had caused smoke
to fill the property. The fire is believed to have started accidentally.
Dumper truck destroyed by fire
Wednesday 24 August
14.13hrs Lower Bristol Road, Bath
Firefighters from Bath were called after a dumper truck caught fire in the city.
Two fire engines went to the incident close to Churchill Bridge, where two high pressure
hose reels were used to bring the fire under control.
The fire is believed to have started accidentally and no one was injured.
Outbuildings damaged by fire
Wednesday 24 August
23.07hrs Howsmoor Lane, Emersons Green, Bristol
Crews have tackled a fire which affected a number of outbuildings and single storey
workshop units.
Four fire engines were alerted to the blaze and once on scene crews worked to
extinguish the fire. Firefighters in breathing apparatus used three high pressure hose
reels and a water jet to bring the fire under control.
Damage was caused to the buildings as well as a van, a lorry and a number of trees
nearby.
Basement flat fire in Chipping Sodbury
Saturday 27 August
10.20hrs, Horton Hill, Horton, Chipping Sodbury
Crews were called to a bedroom fire in a basement flat involving a dehumidifier.
Firefighters in breathing apparatus used two high pressure hose reels and one water jet
to tackle the fire. A ventilation fan was also used to clear the property of smoke.
It is thought the fire started accidentally.
Fire at Temple Cloud waste management unit
Monday 29 August
02.48hrs, Marsh Lane, Temple Cloud

Crews were called to a fire in a single storey waste management unit involving two
heavy goods vehicles, one forklift and one digger.
Firefighters in breathing apparatus used two high pressure hose reels and two water jets
to tackle the large fire.
Crews stayed on scene for a number of hours damping down more than 40 cubic metres
of waste. It is thought that the fire was started deliberately.
Fire in disused Knowle library
Wednesday 31 August
13.00hrs Redcatch Road, Knowle
Crews were called to a small rubbish fire in a single storey building formerly used as a
library.
Firefighters in breathing apparatus used one high pressure hose reel and one water jet
to tackle the fire in the derelict building. It is thought the fire was started deliberately.
Climber dies at Portway
Wednesday 31 August
19.39hrs Portway, Hotwells
Crews responded to reports that a male casualty was trapped on rocks at the Portway.
The male climber was reported to have fallen and had suffered serious injuries.
The male casualty was rescued by firefighters but was pronounced dead at the scene.
List of background documents:
None
Report Contacts:
Kevin Pearson, Chief Fire Officer/Chief Executive (Ext 233)
James Bladon, Corporate Communication Manager (Ext 390)
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SUBJECT:

GAMBIA AND AVON FIRE SERVICES IN
PARTNERSHIP (GAFSIP) - UPDATE

SUMMARY
This report is intended to update Members on the ongoing work of the partnership
between Avon Fire & Rescue Service and the Gambia Fire and Rescue Service.
RECOMMENDATIONS
i.

To continue to support the partnership by donating redundant appliances and
equipment to GAFSIP.

ii.

To consider whether to nominate a representative of the Fire Authority to visit
the Gambia to hand over the vehicles.

iii.

Should Members agree to recommendation ii, that they authorise the visit as
an official journey (for the Member and accompanying Officer).

BACKGROUND
The Fire Authority has been involved in a partnership with the Gambia Fire and
Rescue Services for over 24 years. GAFSIP was established as a Charitable Trust
to organise the fundraising needed to cover shipping costs associated with the
vehicles and equipment sent to the Gambia.
The objectives of the charity are:
•

The preservation and protection of health by the provision of fire and rescue
vehicles and equipment to the Gambia enabling them to provide a life-saving
and humanitarian service, and

•

To advance education in relation to all aspects of preserving and protecting
health for the benefit of the public of the Gambia.

FUNDRAISING
Fundraising is regularly discussed by the Trustees of the Charity. A fund raising
event is currently being planned for 21 October 2016. A gala dinner with live
entertainment is planned to be held at the Grand Hotel in Bristol. Sponsorship for the
1

event has been secured, and it is hoped that further funds can be raised for the
Charity by selling tickets at £40 per head. Attendance by Members of the Fire
Authority would be particularly welcomed.
TRAINING VISIT
The next planned training visit is scheduled for November 2016. Volunteer trainers
will be sought in the normal manner.
FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTION BY THE GOVERNMENT OF THE GAMBIA
This year the Gambian Government has made a contribution of circa £30,000. This
has enabled the Charity to clear its debt in relation to previous years shipping costs
and to also provide funds for the shipment of a further 4 water tenders.
These vehicles have been identified by the Fleet Engineer as surplus to
requirements and are ready to be shipped.
CONTRIBUTION TO KEY POLICY PRIORITIES
None
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
None
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
None
EQUALITY & DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS
None
CORPORATE RISK ASSESSMENT
None
ENVIRONMENTAL/SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS
None
HEALTH & SAFETY IMPLICATIONS
None
List of background documents:
None
Report Contact:
Kevin Pearson, Chief Fire Officer/Chief Executive (Ext. 233)
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